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ABSTRACT

I
A systematic study of (p,xp) reactions (2^.x-£j>) has been

undertaken to aid in the elucidation of nuclear reaction mechanisms in

the 100—400 hev region.

. The observed (p,2p) cross sections, Zn

were found to be relatively insensitive to the mass of the target

nuclide while the (p,3p) and (p,4p) cross sections generally decreased

The observed (p,2p) and (p,3p)as the mass of the target increased.

cross sections have been compared with values calculated from Monte

Cross sections for (p,2p) reactions have also beenCarlo data.

The behavior of the recoiling

(p,2p)Cu reaction was studied. Theo-

pure knock-on or a (p,p') evaporation mechanism were lower than the

Although the (p,xp) reactions are reasonably conobserved values.

sistent with a pure knock-on mechanism in this energy region, two 

additional complementary mechanisms have been suggested to explain 

some of the experimental observations.

I

Excitation functions for (p,xp) reactions

P1, S32,

ret leal estimates of the kinetic energies of the fragments cased on a 

calculated based on a geometrical model.
67 product nuclei from the Zn f" '

have been measured on the following target nuclei:
V51, zn68, *.7’, w186, H.187



INTRODUCTIONI.

(p,xp) reactions are those nuclear reactions induced by high energy

protons in which both the mass and the charge of the target nucleus are

The most corauon type of these reactions to bereduced by x-1 units.

expected in the 1O0 to 400 Mev region involves the exclusive emission of

The specific (p, xp) reactionsprotons as a result of the interaction.

investigated in this study were those where 2<x^5.

(Miller, 1959), in a recent review article haveMiller and Hudis,

presented a table listing the experimental investigations of inelastic

interactions Between complex nucloi and nucleons with energies in excess

A few of these studies made with high energy protonsof about 1OO Mev.

have measured (p, 2p) yields, (Strohal, 1961; Ware, 1957} Maurer, 1958;

Caretto, 1958), and even fewer and more isolated are the reported values

of (p, 3p) cross sections, (Rudstam, 1956; vuuwning, 1954)* Only one

reported value of a (p,4p) cross section in the 1OO to 400 Mev region

No (p, 5p) reaction cross sectionshas been found, (Cumming, 1954).

have been measured.

A systematic study of (p, xp) reactions seems to be a logical step

in the systematic investigation of nuclear reactions in general. These

reactions are in the interval between simple reactions ( in terns of the

number of nucleons emitted) and the spallation reactions in which a

large number of nucleons are lost by the target nucleus, (p, 2p) reactions

offer an opportunity to study nuclear reactions in which only a f »w of

As the value of x increuses,the target nucleons need to participate.

Uy studying only those reactionsthe complexity of the problem increases.

in which protons are emitted, the total number of paths by which the

B
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I
product can be formed are much more limited than in reactions where

both proton and neutron emission can occur.

The general mechanism by which high energy reactions have usually

been analyzed was first discussed by Heisenberg, (Heisenberg, 1917),

and by Serber, (Serber, 1947), and will be referred to in succeeding

This model divides high energy reactionssections as the Serber process

the initial interaction phase, the knock-on cascade,into two phases:

in which the incident particle strikes the target nucleus and ejects a

number of particles by direct interaction, leaving a residual excited

nucleus; and the deexcitation of the residual nucleus through he emission

of particles and photons, referred to as evaporation.

For the bombarding energies used in this study, the mean free path

of the incident proton in nuclear matter is comparable to the radius of

The de Brogl:e wavelength of these protons is ofthe nucleus itself.

Collisions which take placethe order of the range of nuclear forces.

between the incident particle and a nucleon within the nucleus may essen

tially be regarded as collisions between free nucleons. The effect of

the remainder of the nucleus upon the collision may be detert.iirea by using

as the model for the nucleus a Fermi gas of non-interacting nucleons.

With the choice of a suitable potential well, a momentum distribution for

Collisions allowed bythis completely degenerate gas may be calculated.

the Pauli exclusion principle must lead to unoccupied momentum states.

Tnis requirement tends to increase the transparency of the nucleus to

The observed transparencies ana the wide massthe bombarding particle.

distribution in the products formed when a nucleus is bombarded with

high energy protons lends support to the Serber process.
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An attempt to interpret thesenumber of targets over a wide mass range.

data in terms of the Serber process has been made. Calculations of the

cross sections for these reactions based on Monte Carlo data and on a

geometrical model of the nucleus have been used as a guide in these

interpretations.

As an additional tool to study nuclear reactions, the recoil

behavior of the product nuclei may be measured. While extensive use

has been inade of the recoil technique in the study of high energy fission

(Douthett, 1954; Sugarman, 1956; Forile, 1957; Wolke, 1957;react ions,

1960), it has been used only sparingly to study spallationAlexander,

(Batzel, 1951; ^ng, 1952; and Fung, 1956; Volkova, 1959;reactions,

Merz, I960).

(p, pn) Cu react ion.

reaction waW* done to see if(p, 2p) Cu

this siuapile reaction also exhibited the same behavior. To aid in the

understanding of the observed recoil behavior, a si.aple theoretical 

analysis of the problem was made.

Excitation functions for (p, xp) reactions have been measured on

The work of Merz, indicated some surprising trends in the 

recoil behavior of the product nuclei from the Cu^ 

The recoil study of the Zn^ 1 ~ «-..^7
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUESII.<
A.__ Targeting and bombardment Procedure

Synchrocyclotron Bombardments1.

The Carnegie Institute of Technology synchrocyclotron was used as 

Normal operatingthe source of high energy protons for this study.

conditions yield a proton current of about a microampere with usable

The kinetic energy of the protons

(Evans,has been calculated from the following equation given by Evans, 

1955).

(H-1)

where

- kinetic energy of proton in million electron volts

- field strength in gauss

- radius of proton orbit in centimetersR

The values of H as a function of radius have been determined from

• 20,A60 gauss supplied

The calculated energy versus radius curve is shown in

Figure 1.

During the course of this studyin the range shown in the figure.
1

The probe was constructed of concentric tubes, the inner one 0.25 in.

The target holder could

be cooled by allowing water to flow through the inner tube and out

The holder was an a Lunin or.. clampthrough the space between the tuoes.

I

I

of Technology.

The relative field ratios have been assumed to be insensitive

I

energies from about 60 to Z.3O Mev.

- (ZHR x 3.19 x IO-7)2 ♦ 1)1/2 - 1

a oet of relative field measurements made at Ho 

by Professor R. B. Sutton of the Physics Department of Carnegie Institute

TP

H

TP

copper, the outer, 1.125 in. stainless steel.

to Ho
operating conditions were such that HQ was within these limits.

The targ-ts were mounted on the end of a probe for bombardasent.
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containing a brass spring which allowed rapid and easy removal of the

target after the probe was withdrawn from the machine.

Toe length of bomfrardmerit and bean intensity wore determined by

Because of thethe reaction being studied and the target aster!al.

hign volatility of the phosphorous, sulfur, and arsenic targets. It was

necessary to reduce the beam current to 253 of its aaxinua value to pre

ft quarter bean was also necessary for thevent loss of target material.

electroplated sine targets to prevent transfer of the target material

Fifty per cent of the maximum beam was used forto the catcher foil.

bombardments to prevent the Duco cement from charring, thusthe

Ton or fifteenallowing the powder to slide to the side of the dish.

A one

The
Zr, fts, W, and Ro targets were bomoarded for thirty minutes.

Choice of Targets

For a systematic study of (p,xp) reactions, targets varying over ai

The choice of a particular targetwide sui range had to bo chosen.

First, the targetnuclide was influenced by several considerations.

nuclide oust be the heaviest stable isotope of a given element in order 

to eliminate contributions to the cross section from heavier isotopes.

The target material suet bo available la a form suitable for booBbard-

men* with the internal beam and bo essentially free of impurities of

The half-life of the product musthigher atomic number than the target.

The time required for removing the target from the also be considered.

machine and for adequate chemical separation of the product element place

a Lower lladt of about five minutes on the product's half-life. Since

most lighter isotopes of the product element are produced in greater 

abundance than the (p,xp) product, the half-life of the product asset be

i

I (

minute bombardments wore used for the 310?, F, and 3 targets, 

minute bombardment at full brae was sufficient for the V foilx.
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significantly different than half-lives of the lighter isotopes to permit

In Table I, the specific reactions studiedresolution of the decay curve.

are listed, aa well as the pertinent disintegrstion properties of the product

nuclides.

The aecayand

was reported by Goldenberg, (Goldenberg, 1959) and for

by Hers, (Mem, I960). Table XI contains a list cf the elements

bombarded and the purities and suppliers of the target materials.

J. Target 'Teparation

The recoilThree types of targets were used during the study.

The foil targets weretargets wiU be described in a subsequent section.

bombarded in a stack with an aluminum monitor foil. A square punch.

guard, and monitor

foils prior to bombardment. The arses obtained in this manner were quite

reproducible, e.g. , the several hundred aluminum foils punched out during

The target packet was formedthio study weighed between 11.1 and 11.4 mg.

by making a sharp fold in a piece of aluminum foil approximately 2 in. x(
1 in. x 0.001 in., (Figure 2-A). The leading edges of the foils were

al Ignerf by pushing them into this fold. The foils were stacked in such

a manner that both the aluminum monitor and guard foils were upstream from 

the target, the aluminum guard foil between the target and the monitor.

The edges of the outside foil were folded to hold the stack in place.

The 0.50 in. of the outside foil that extended beyond the target foils 

was placed in the Jaws of the target holder for bombardanm.

The oxide and powdered targets wore bombarded in an aluminum dish

packet, (Figure 2-8). t Lucite die, 0.50 in. x 0.50 in. x U.O94 in..

was used to form 1-edl aluminum foil dishes of corresponding sixes. A

and Seaborg,

0.50 in. x 0.50 in. , was used to ivnch the target,

The data for thio table were taken from utrominger, Hollander, 

(Strominger, 1950) except for 
73scheme for Ga

gW
**
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Reaction* StudiedTABLA I - JAiclear

T.

- 0.0(100)

n

- c.ocioo;
1.7(70), 0.15(30)187 50 an»

- 2.87(100)
21.2

h

2.2 h

Al0.42(100)h21.2
5*

h 
h

0.42(100)
2.7(70)
0.3(95), 1.6(5)

61
50

gT- Mr CX
2.7(70), 1.4(30)
0.395(45) ,0.464(35) ,0. 577(20)

1.7(70), 0.15(30)

0.42(100)
2.7(70), 1.4(30)
0.65(100)
1.6(10), 1.3(83), 0.55(7)

He^tp^p)^

751 
As73

Al28 
si29 
Tl4* 
O.73

h
6.56 * 

49.0

a.?
6.56 a

57 
5 
2.2

6.56 a 
h 
a

71/2

I

s32 (f.Sp)**28

p31 (p^p)W2* 
(PAP)AI29 

As75 (r,4p)ir>

“,T./2 " 2'27*» £g" “ X.87(lO0)

^^i/a * 2-;7t* V

SA , Stable
Ga72, - Lu. Jh, " 0.64(42)
0.96(31), 1.51(10),2. 53(9),3.17(«)

* 1-2^70) 
1/2 0.15(30) -

SI30 (r,3p)M^ 
P31 (F,3P)A1«

(p3p)3ctl 
(p3p)o-n 

(p3p)«A®U 

(p^f)?*1^

si30 (p,2p)Al29
Zn60 (P*^P>c«,-<

(F,2p)T.ll,5

, - 2.27M, “ 2.87(100)

, stable
, stable
, stable

*‘1/2 “ a’7‘ * Z--“ * 1-26(70), 
1/2 0.15(30) '

• 75-“' v

Si29, stable
Za61, stable

Oisinte®F»6i<*n Properties of the Products
/ J- ■ •;
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TABLE II - Target Materials

Purity ana .Supplierr'orra Bomoarded

3.12

P1 100

S (natural)

95.0

99.75

18.56

100 As metal powder

5-nll W metal sheet28.4

62.93 1-all Re metal sheet

Natural isotope 
abundance %

Elemental crystalline 
powder

1—all V metal foil

Zn aet.a2. electroplated
on 1-ad.l Au foil backings

Asphorpbous Red
Phosphorous

Elemental crystalline 
powder

a.136

Re167

Zn supplied as oxide from Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory, 
enriched tc 96.3a Zn**8-

"Specpure", Johnson, .Satthey 
a Co., Ltd.

Spectrographically free from 
petals neavier than W, all 
impurities present in less 
than 10 ppm amounts,. General 
Electric Company*

Spectrographically free from 
metals heavier than 3, all 
impurities present in less 
than IO ppm amounts, J. A. 
Samuels A Co., Inc.

S'12

„ 68 Zn

A.75

S102 Powder "Specpure”, Johnson, natthey 
a Co., Ltd.

"Mero", Fisher scientific
Company

Spectrographically pure, American
Smelting and Refining Company

Enriched to 97.90% in S-^2, Oak 
tiiage Nat ions] Laooratory

99.71 V, Vanadium Coruoration of 
America

V51

Target NucI ide 

sP°
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similar indentation was made in a 1 in. x 2.50 in. x 0.001 in. foil

The dish was placedwhich served as the outside wrap oi the target.

A weighed amount of the target material was thenin this indentation.

placed in the dish, slurri'sd with acetone and allowed to settle evenly

This was covered with a few drops of Ducoon the bottom oi the dish.

cement in acetone to hold it in place. An aluminum guard cap and

aluminum monitor foil were placed in the dish on top of the target.

The outside wrapper was folded over the top of this, leaving approxi

mately a 0.125 in. lip protruding in front of the target.

by this technique had thicknesses varying from IO to bO mg cm

for any given target material, thedepending Upon the target nuclide.

thickness varied auout 15% from the average.

Visual examination of the powdered targets indicated reasonably

The effect of a non-uniform target can beuniform target areas.

Anestimated by considering the beam distribution across the packet.

activity overedge.

With this beam distribution, the total cross-section lorthat section.

given product was calculated as a function of the distribution of thea

From visual estimates of thepowdered target over the four sections.

distribution of the powder in the most poorly made targets, the uncertainty

in the cross-section was calculated to be 25% compared to a uniformly

The estimated distribution of powder observed indistributed target.

most of the targets gave a calculated value lor the uncertainty of 2. !?%•

Chemical ProcedureB.

1. Separation Schemes

After bombardment tne targets were dissolved in appropriate acids

in the presence of carriers and wet chemical separations of the products

Targets made

aluminum foil was cut into four equal strips parallel to the leading 

A count of each piece gave the integrated Na
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were performed. The separation schemes for the products were adapted

from standard radiochemical, (Meinke, 1949), ano analytical, (Hillebrand,

1953), procedures. The specific schemes are outlined below.

Aluminum. - The target, Al dish, and cap were dissolveda.

in the appropriate acid with the dish and cap serving as the aluminum

carrier. was dissolved in HF and HC1; P was dissolved in fuming

and HC1; 3 was leached with HCL until the aluminum dissolved, then

mixture from the2

layer was discarded. —A

The solutions were evaporated until copious fuming

If the target was phosphorous.

scavenge was then done. was precipitated with

1 H HC1, then made strongly basic with NaOH. Iron carrier was added to

The basicity was reduced with HC1 to precipitate

was precipitated with auuoniuni

wash with acetone. The hydroxide was partially ignited by carefully

heating it in a centrifuge cone over a Meeker burner. The resulting cake

was powdered with a stirring rod and slurried into a filter chinviey with 

acetone.

l-.agr.es ium. - (herz, I960 and hellish, 1957)-b. Tne supernate

precipitation was used for the magnesium separation.

was added. A.ranon i urn

The precipitate was

i

Hydroxide was added to precipitate MgNH, TO, . 4 4 2
dissolved in 0.1 M HC1 and placed on the top of a Dowex—50 cation excnange

which the 03 2

Fluorine carrier was added to the target solutions, if necessary,

The HC1 and CSj 

sulfur target was shaken in a separatory funnel for one minute, after

sio2

precipitate Fe(OH)^.

This was dissolved and Al(OH)^

The final precipitate was washed with water followed by

from the first Al(OH)^

The solution was marie acidic with HC1 and (NH, )_HPO. 4 < U 
6H O.

Al(OH)j. 

hydroxiae.

a Zr (PO ). J 4 4 
aninoniwc hydroxide.

I

ai(oh)3

The precipitate was dissolved in a minimum of

along with HCIC^.

was observed, then diluted with water.

HNO^

was added to dissolve the sulfur.
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The anions were eluted with 50 to 75 ml of 0.05 h HG1. buignts-coluron.

s i urn wa: eluted with 6 X HC1. Arimo niur. phosphate was added and nu*cne-

The precipitate wan washedsi uni awoniuir. pnoaphate was precipitated.

’he precipitate was filtered through > filter

Scandium. - The target solution was diluted to ~ 20 »«!c.

was precipitated tvwith acid, the final concentration being 1 n.

and NH. F.

and H.MG.

was

This precipitate

was precipi-benxene.

tated.

th< ecntrifuia cone.

Gallium. - The target solution was evajoratea to ir/nessd.

twice in the presence of HC1.

The aqeous layur was sawedgallium was extracted into isopropyl ether.

Gallium was back—extracteo with water anufor the sine separation.

AFter dissolving the precipitate in a «.nuu*was f.recipitatod.

GaOH was adde<-> to stake the solution strong!/ basic.

scavenge was .lone. was

with HC1.

solution were added.

Following bac* extraction of gallium with water, theisoprofyl ether.

was washed with water and acetonehydroxide was precipitated.

and ignited in the certri fugs tube.

I'

Scandium was back-extracted with 2 M HC1 and _»c(Od)^

The precipitate was washed with water and a*.etone ana ignited in

^3
The precipitate was dissolved in

Ga(UH)3

twice with 5X KH.OU. 4
chimney and dried with acetone.

Uf*j suvw^, 

fu.’nes of HC10. . if 
precipitated by the addition of ammonium hyuroxide.

The residue -*s dissolved in 7 hGl and

Ga(tM)j

The precipitate was dissolved in 7 M HUI ana z ei of 1iCl3
After several minutes gallium was extracted into

A F«<UK>3 

reprecipitatad by decreasing the basicity

Ga(UH)3 

of rtCL,

the addition of XdrC, .... .3 4
HGIO, was added, and the solution was evaporated to4 

The solution wes diluted with water and

w dissolved in 0.1 j. HG1 and tne scandium was extracted into .'IA in
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Zinc - Th* acidity of th* solution froa tn* gallium

(

Thia waa

of additional NCI.

and th* solution

waa evaporated to dryness. Th* residue was dissolved in dilute sulfuric

acid. Aaasoniuo phospnat* and swamn> mb hydroxide were added to precipi-

Tha procipitats was dissolved la 7M MCI, galllun carrier

Th* acidity

of th* raw inlng aqueous layer was reduced with somoni un hydroxide ana

ZnS was precipitated with Ths precipitate was fiXterod and washed

with water.

convert it to the oxide.

Copper. -f. The target solution was evaporated to dryness

in the presence of MCI. The residue was taxon up in 1g MCI and CuS was

precipitated with

residue wai. dissolved in iM MCI anu gold carrier was added. T.w solution

Thia was

thiocyanate waa dissolved oy boiling with MCI, then dilated with water

and reprec ipltatod by the addition of MaSG and NaSCN. Thia precipitate

was dissolved in NCI and

the chlorides. Aamonlun hydroxide

was added and a Pe(QH) was filteredscavenge was done.
I

The

I

I

f

3 
evaporated to dryness and converted intoND.,

The residue waa dissolved in 1£ NCI.

separation was reduced with oeonlus hydroxide to precipitate Al(UH)j.

tate ZnNK^K)^.

wrs added, and gal litas was extracted into isopropyl ether.

j ww mw • Ths Fo( CH) j

off, the solution acidified with MCI, am* CuS waa precipitated.

The supernate waa saturated with H^S to precipitate ZnS.

dissolved in HC1 and HNC-j, evaporated to dryness twice in the presence

The residue waa dissolved in 1M and excess

The precipitate was dlseolvod in HND^ and NCI, 

evaporated to dryness, and the nitrates wore expelled with NCI. The

was warned and Na^SO^ wee adtwd to precipitate Au sot si. 

filtered off snu NaSCM was added to precipitate CuSCN. The copper

zinc reagent (NH^3Cb and rigCl^ solution) was added to precipitate 

ZnHg(SCN)^. This precipitate waa dissolved in

The sulfide waa xgnitod at C. in a suf fl* furnace to
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precipitate waa filtered through a filter chlnn*/, washed with 1 £. HUI

and

— (Grower, 1957 and uteinbarg, 19<*J> TheHa O.jw

Ceriun or

The supemat* was eoolod In an loe bath *w aaLurated bar lies nitrate

The sup* mats wee r*oerw*n

far the tantalue separation.

The supernal* waa

Thia precl-

CerlMB carrier waabemam.

added and the rare earth fluor ides were discarded.

in

Th* solution waa dilated to 15 *1 with waterLn | el concent rated MCI.

The solei ion waa heatedand 15 ad 161 nenes 1 ic acid eolation was added.

The precipitate

The

The ample waa

h« Thntal- Geriua carrier was added to tn* supernote free

the haf'ilua separation «ad the rare earth fluorides -sere diacsrded.

was rwociplla tea b/ adding aeaeemiaa hjrdroaiue. The

eolation was added to precipitate haH*T^.

was precipitated by the addition of

tungsten targets were dlaaolwed in HF and NNU^| th* rhenium targets were 

and after dlssolution, HF was added.>11 s solved in HMO^

lanthanum carrier was added to froripitale the rar* earth fluorides.

pi tat* taa dtaeolved in J g HCIC^ 

Mafhiua waa bach-extreeled with it ft KF.

and Hf(UH)^

Th* hydroxide we* washed with water and di* sol wed

i

soturatoe Ma<MU^)^

The precipitate was aieaolwed

was added and Ta(UH)^

Hydroxide rrecipilaLa sms* dissolved in t j* H.,.d-^ «. 0.6 jj HF solution and 

tan* alias waa extracted into methyl isotaityl Met on*. Tantalua was

on a steam bath to praclpltsdA- hafnitw. t»tremandslaLe. 

was «re»«w»d with hot water and filtered through a filter ehianey 

precipitate was waar«*d with atner and drisM at lid0 C.
*

weighed a* <Mfhiun tetrschkndelaL*.

HjMDj and »■»,, 

aassm.iun hjrdrorld*.

HjO, and dried with acetone.

solation was added to precipitate <mMTF{.

Th* prsclpiLat* waa diaeolvro in

was added to precipitate Ha‘M' .

end* basic with asesonluai hjrdroside to precipitate Hf(ud)^.

and nafnlun was extracted into TTh in
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wa* reprwci piloted.

Then

wm dlaeoiwed in HF. A rar*I.

earth fluorid* scaweng* wa* done.

waa pr*c1pit*ted by aahing Uw solation

m.lyhdanu* aulfid* sc*»*ng* was don*.

Th* precipitate mm waehad with steel*, n* *M dried atfilter chianey.

11O° C.

All th* product acti will** were counted a* solid *anpl*e with a

rlaa* filter chianry, l.T an in dianeter, onto Mhataan Ho. al filter

Th* filter paper diac* were held to an alwaincn sasrpl*paper di***.

tty e**n* of dowel* sided SctT.cha 0.050 inA in. a 1.75 in,

Th* seeples war* cowered with .»*ran wrap, shout

Th* alaminee sonitcr foil* were placed directly a* th* 

alenima* *anpl* card* and cowered with Scotch tap*.I

Th* cheslcal yield* of th* aanpl** were del* mined after th* counting

filterhad b*nn don*.

»

water, 

it wa* dried at 120° C.

and Saran wrap war* simultaneously ranowad free th* iltninw card.

dOj again wa* precipitated free 

atrone nitric acid solation, washed with water, and filtered through a

th* Scotch tape.

eard.

It th* *aa*pl*a worn to b* Ignited,

and WOj

Th* precipitate waa dlaeoiwed in NH^OH and 

Following this a oi—d h and

Tungsten. - Th* Ta(QH)^ 

The reaalning fluoride ion* wer*

trend eel1eph*ns tap*.

L,f ■« ca“2

th* e*ce*a Scotch tap* and Saran wrap w*r« cwt off, ano th* r*aau*d*r wa*

etrlpped free th* organic layer with saturated atletion. Ta(OH)^

waa precipitated with ***so*»iun. hydroxide. Th* precipitate wa* dlaeolwed

crispl *a*d with MjBOj 

stroncly acid with HNDj. 

a ferric igrdras id* »c*mnr* wa* done.

in hF, a rar* earth *ca«enc* wa* don*, and Ta(QH)^

Th* final precipitate waa waahad with boiling concentrated MHDj and hot 

filtered through a filter chiamy and waatwd with ether.
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If • opecirophol.otlrlc procedure wa* weed.tlaced In the crucible.

the Saran wrap wax carwfulljr pulled from U* Scotch tape aru lbw filter

The following table euanmriae*paper mu diaeolved with the aample.

the nrocadure* wed to dntvrin* the chemical /ielda.

TAuLM Ill - MottMMiA »»f .art. ml ««inf Cbekdeal field*

AfiU UdLl£n>-g-plc (glinted Aa

»rJ*4FUfc . 0*1,0 woi«/MMi a*»

weighed a*

Cm..

. aMjb

£ a

ewunl t ru. .’echi»i->»*e

^OWltwra. - vine* all the (p,xp) prouuet nuclide* atedled

aide of etabilitjr, tnwlr activities are meetthe neutron excoru* «

three different count«r»rw ‘4>y drier* 1 neo by rrcea beta counting.

act 1*1tie* were dwter-T*»

iracer!ab IMG—2 tube connected«*«K>i will a tielger rullwr counts, r wing a

Tne Al

act a vi tie* were ■manured with a I aehard end-window Methane, and C*.

flow pr.<*>rtional tote eon •ected to a proport 1<cm>1 *m(»lifier built t>

Thia counter offered the poealtoilitjr for amt*w*Mticr r. Fr*u«« tweojwdec.

29

Al2°3 ’

^*5
T»( M>s

Irnltod at G, weighed a*

Ignited at 9S0° C( weighed a*

Irnlteu at «J0° Gt wwlgned a*

to an fm.trwwmt bwewlopmeflL Lafcoretorie* Iodol 105 ecalinr unit.

^*9 „.G7

^pectropnotcwawtrlc motnod uaing 
ferron (uavenport, 1909)

Ignited at 950° C

Ignited at C

ignited at 950° C, weighwb aa 
G«O

war* -t /d <M.rinr tarn couree of tnls etudjr.
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The third■ urr1- counting using an Satoriine-Angus pan recorder.

i
Zn

Th* alualnua axiltor foliaand

The counting gas used in the proportionalwar* enclosed in load housings.

A radius D-K source countej savors!counter* was 99 sol percent methane.

tUa* a week on each of the counters indicated a asm taser cnarw/r in counting

rate of 3% over the period of the aeasuresents.

La

the absolute disinte»ret ion rates of oom of the samples* a beta-gears

This circuit wascoincidence circuit was built by Ar. Franc heaojedec.

designed for use with components from two daird Atomic single channel

The schematic diagram of the actual coin-

The beta detector wasand its associated equipment is shown in Figure 4.

1.75 in. a 0.50 in., with an aluaUnised hylar window.an anthracene crystal,

doth detectors

were

The re sol vi nr tdwe of the circuit was detem.ined by aeasuring the

coincidence rate of two jndependently decaying sources, (Siegbahn, 1955),

The two ar-1nods gave resolving

One

I

heanyrecont Of At SO lute pjf jnteij-*^ ion Hates

(1). bcta-Gasum Coincidence Counting. - To determine

I

The gaama detector was a 3 in. x 3 in. Hal (11) crystal.

supplied by the Muclear Ohio Company in an integral line mounting with

an MCA phototube and a preamplifier.

and by use of a touble pulse generator.

tines of 6.6 and 7 adcroseconds/diainteRration, respectively. 

Milliliter of a standardised Ha22 source obtained froe< the National ctireau

product activity.

All the counting tubes were aounted on Lucite swap la holders which

analysers which were available.

cidencv circuit is ibown in Figure 3 and the block diagram for the circuit

were counted on the same shelf with the sear counter as the corresponding 

counter used was a Packard end-window aethane flow proportional tube
C73. t.«\connected to a Packard proportional amplifier, 

were counted with this counter.

i
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(
Garrmn

Detector Oerector

Block diagram of the beta-gaxoma coincidence circuit.Figure 4.

Model 134
B««rd- Atomic 
U-n iversit y Series 

High Speed Scaler

Model 134 
Baird -Atomic 
Un versify Series 
High Speed Sc s/er

Model ISIA 
Be'trd -Atomic 
Glow Tube Sealer

Coincidence

Circuit

Ptilse Aralyter

Model 3/2 
Baird - atomic 
Super Stable 
High Voltage 
Power Supply

Mo4al 31tA 
BairJ . Atomic 
Super Stable 
High Voltage 
Poorer Supply

Model 215 
Baird -Atomic 

A/on - OvevlosAi-np
A-mplifier

I
Model 510 

B nird - Atomic 
Single Channel

Model 215 
Baird - Atomic 
Aloa- Overloadinp

Amplifier

I
Model 5<O 

Ba'rrd - Atomic
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of Standards with a quoted disintegr; tion rate of 13,000 p dpm/ml was

precipitated with carrier an NaCl and mounted by the filter chimney

technique previously described. The coincidence rate was observed

between the 0.% Mev positron and the 1.28 Mev gamma ray. When corrected

dpci. The errors quoted on the measured value

were estimates of the maximum unecrtainties to be expected from the

The actual uncertaintychemical determination and mounting technioues.

Fron this experiment itwas believed to be less than half this value.

was concluded that absolute disintegration rates measured ntn this

coincidence circuit are reliable to 2. 7^.

( ii). For those nuclidesEstimated Counting Yields —

where it was possible, absolute disintegration rates were measured and

The counting yield for acounting yields were determined directly.

particular sample is defined as:

A
(11-2)

, Mg

If the absolute disintegration rate were not measured, the counting yield

Overman and Clark, (overman, 1960), give awas determined indirectly.

general equation for the counting yield

(11-3)

where

solid angle subtendedG

• factor lor absorption of radiation fron source in air and 
window or wall of detector

for chemical yield this sa.rple had a measured disintegration rate of 

(1.27 Z 0.09) x IO5

Y - G fw fA fS

rw

fc fG *1

• geometry factor; fraction of total 4 n 
by source and detector

fE

absolute disintegration rate
24Absolute disintegration rates were determined for Na

dpro on April 11, 1961, compared to tne calculated 

rate of (1.22 ♦ 0.02) x 105

observed counting rate
Y - ------------------------------------------

*1)

D
26, and Cu67
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• factor for scattering of radiation into detector by air

- factor for backscattering of radiation by source backing

• factor for absorption of radiation by source cower

»

factor for end effects, etc., within detector

The samples mounted with the filter chimney had a ciameter of 1.9 cs

oince the samples andand the diagonal of the mcnitor foil was 1.8 cm.

monitor foils ware counted on the sane shelf, each subtended approximately

cancel in the ratio of counting yield factors. This was checked by

solution on filter papers cut to thedepositing an equal amount of

appropriate sixes and shapes.

the monitor foils and samples and were counted in the same geome-

The act iv ivy measurement stries used in the cross section steasur jmentc.

of the filter papers agreed to within IX at all geometries.

The factors for absorption of radiation from the source in air and

were calculatedand f,

were takenhouse scatter.ng effects are mall.

to be unity.

is assumed

• factor for scattering of radiation froa. uetectur housing 
shield, etc.

• factor fur fraction of disintegrations wmeh result in emission 
of the particular radiation being counted.

■ factor for intrinsic efficiency of detector for jxrticular 
radiation

fC

f0

fE f0are expected to be unity for beta particles.

ner as

fS

For this study f, and f A n

For both the Geiger tubes and the proportional counters

These papers were mounted in the >ame aan-

lE

the same solid angle with the tube, so that the geometry factor would

and f j

• factor for self-absorption and self-scattering in source 
itself

fG “

• factor for interference with operation of detector

window ci the detector and oy the aource cover, f— «*■« i^., 

from the empirically determined formula of Gleason, et al., (Gleason, 1951).

Fro>r. Zumwalt’s measurements, (Zumwalt, 1950), it is observed that air and
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backscatterIng factor* were LaKen fro* the work of twrll,to be unity.

(Hurtt, 19A9). Since the os!<ples were mounted on J>U mg cm aluminum

The factor* for aelf-

mentally detenaineu for th* equilibrium alxtur* of hg' All

were eat in*ted fro* U«e curves of Mere Im ana ^teewnaon,

earlea linearly with th* effective atonic

number of th* sample.

If two or mor* beta group* were present in the sample, a counting

Then the sum of the** va. •* wc.ght*dyield value was obtained for each.

by the fractional at>unaance of each group we* tax an a* Lhe counting yield

for th* source. was unity in the overall counting yield for

each scmple.

product nuclides. and Ta

convenient to count the radioactive daughter of the reaction product.

This eliminated the contribution of the neutron deficient Isotopes to the

Following the bosmardosmt* in these cases, a chemicaldecay curves.

separation was ma-ie for the product. Th* chemical yield for thia sepa

ration was then determined gravlmetrxcalJy. After sufficient t leas had

elapsed for th* daughter activity to grow to it i maw 1 mi* amount in th* 

parent fraction, a chemical separation was mad* for th* a aught ar •lament.

A chemical yield was also determined for this step.

2.

Decay curve analysis of all saoples except th* copper and tungsten

samples was perfoimea on th* Ibh—6>U computer. A cod* for the analysis

of radioactive decay data entitled Gina, obtained from th* Lawrence

Radiation Laboratory at Livermore, California, was used for this purpose.

Thu*, fQ

other values for fg

(Hervik, 1952),

Table 1 suamarisea the disintegration character istics of th* (p.xp) 

In the case of Zn?"?, and Ta'**’, it was mor* 

cards, saturation backscatter ing was assumed.

absorption and self—scattering of th* radiation by the source were super1—
. . . . _ .___ . . jg .m: and Al

assuming that f^



Thia eod* will atalysv decay curv«» into as seuxy •• three component* and 

will vxtrapolaLo the setiviti** of thee* corpoments to the d**ir*d tine.

Th* cod* calculate* tn* best value* for th* extrapolated activities by 

the method of loaat squares from input data which include* th* time to

th* decay constants for the

nuclide* involved, and countin* data.

wa* subtracted grapb-

lealV leaving the G~ Oa activities to be separated by

Th* ability of the ccssputer to resolve these activitleethe computer.

was cheeked by constructing a doc*/ curve from assumed cross section* and

counting efficiency value*. For th* value* of th* cross section* al

170 hev given by Mudstam, (fhsdatsm, 1956), the ciosgiuter reproduced th*

activities at the end of boobardaeent to within J> of th* given value*.

Th* scandiun samples were counted for only one wees after bonbardeent.

A plot of the data gave * value of 2.6 day* for th* half-life of the long-

lived oompo.»*nt at this tian. The *candion activities were than resolved

by machine into $7 minute, k.C hour, and 2.6 day components.

Since th* I«* 650 computer was ndi available during the last part

of thia study, th* copper ana tungsten decay curve* were resolved

graphically.

recoil study were prepared by

electroplating enriched sine, 96.9* Zn

Th* sine was obtained as ZnO from Oak King* National Laboratory and was

(Kxner, IfOj). The oxide

Flv* sdlllliter* 1 i 1wa* dissolved In NCI. were added and th*

fuses.

*V3Ok

Sodium hydroxide wa* then added

electroplated by a method described by Kxn*r,

which the extrapolation is to be and*.

solution was waporsted to JD-j

07Ln the gallium decay curves, the 78 hour Ge 

la72, -nd G.73

Lt__ B?£9A1..SfeMiflL

Th* targets for th* Zn (p,2p) Cm67

t4*, onto 1-all 99.999* gold r»ll.
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to auuca tne eolation allghLljr alkalln*. Tha resulting •elution waa

acidified with ac«lic acid ana two to throe gran* of aodiun acetate war*

added. A

currant density of attoul U» na aa was uaed.

In about J hours. was obtain** in tnxa

awannar.

Th* Bine -plateu goka foil was placed on top of two pxecaa of 1-*X1

ano an area of u.25 in.

» O.?5 in. waa juncheo with a aquara punch. Th* aluaunux foil next to

th* gold servea as a ^jusrd foil, unit* th* otn*r was ua*u a* a aaiilor

foil Thia tar gat-ason iter stack was placod in tha cantor of a U.» in.

x O.50 in. x 0.001 in. aluninua foil which aarvad aa a catcher. A

Tha catchar foil wa* naris largerblank, was placed behind th* catcher.

than tha target to praeent loss of any of tha recoil* near the edge of

All folia were wrapper in an aluminur envelop* for aouatingth* target.

onto th* prob*.

recoil* in

tha forward direction are being caught. Th* composition *M purpose of

the numbs rex foil* ar* given in Table XV.

TAiU IV - Recoil Target Coapositlon

Foil

1 0.25 in. x 0.2} in. a 0.001 in. honitor

2 AluaUnua, 0.2$ in. a 0.25 in. x 0.001 in.

3 Gold, 0.25 in. x 0.25 In. x J.UU1 m. T
king

x 0.25 in. , surface density Target' 4

Th* vulen wa* adjusted to about JO al with distilled water.
.... - . _______ .-2

Aluninua,

Zinc, 0.25 in. 
of 3-4 *« <*-2

The plating waa completed 
—2 A target thleaneaa of 3>b aig ca

Figure 2-C represents * target packet in which tne Cu

aluntnun foil, the gold adjacent to tha alunxnuM,

•econo aluminM* u. 50 in. x 0.50 in. x 0.001 in. foil, which a*rved aa a
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Table IV (continued)

burpoaeCcxaju silvan ^na ->i».eJE2A1

Aluoinuo, U.>0 in. * C. 50 in. x C.OOl xn. Catcher5

Alusirw*, U. >0 in. x U. 50 in. x U.UQ1 in. blankb

The packet ia reversed with respect to the boas if tne recuils in the

d/ rotating the p-obe throughbackward direction are to bn observed.

to the incident bean may be observed.

observations is assumed to oe the value

to the incident been.

the sine target was dissolvec. iron the gold

Care waa taaen during the cnetuieal ae;«-bacMim; and copfer separated.

ration to keep the blank ana catcher aeaplea well separated physically

iron the target soaples to einteXse the chance of cross eonLaainat ion.

The effect of the gold backing on the observ'd copper activity waa

estiuateu from studies of fission of gold by high energy protons. Cruger •

1955), listed a value of U.t* mb for tne fo mat ionand ddftarfean.

from gold when bcaebaried with 450 nev protons. rrom

(R>rile, 1957), on the fission ofthe work of K>— lie ano bugaman,

it was eutiiaatoa that X)a of the copper activitybismuth ana tai (talus,

that was produced ia the gold foil recoiled out of it. Thus,

activity

recoils from the gplo becking was about

90.

produced(p.kp) Cu cross section.

in tantalise rise-on or about iO a( m .

oince thia was

for the
07

The average of the S0°
0 

fur recoiling nuclei at 90

tJO°, the recoils at So°

and 1UO°

and 100°

The fission of uhv gold could produce about a 1> error xn the 

observe-■ Znt'** (p.kp) Cut/' cross section. The ran«;v of Cuto7

arvunti of rfolu and sine boobaroed in this study, the ratio oi Gu 
b7 produced in the sine tu tne Cu

from gold in gold eay be assumed to be the same as the range observed

Correcting Cor the difference 
b7in stopping powers of sine and Untalua, (begre. 194b), the range of Cu 

—k recoils froa gold in ainc was estivated to be 5 Og cm .

■ Kruger, 
b7 :rosu arret ion «»f Gu
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activity Ironthe contribuL ion of the Cu

activity in the catcher foil froa theihe calculated ratio of the Cu

14. and backward was 2.sine to tnat of gold for the forwani recoils was

"these nu«sbcrs represent upper Limits since they were based on cross section

Ttie energy uepenoence of the cross section for the

willproduction of Cu

targets were used.

values at 4.50 Kev.

A?

observed in the catcher foils. 

A?

Sine was estiiated from differential range »e*»urwwnl», (bugaroan, 1956).

bl

by fission,(Jungeraan, 1950 and Jorua,

fragments froa fission of the gold backing should have beawt

1 »

1955),

lower the we cont rlbut ions Uy aL Least a factor of 2 at 2UU hev where the

J ar cm-*'

For targets whose thickness was J ag cm 

67 activity froa gold to the Cu

less ti.an the target thicknesses for nost of the recoil ■tusurvawrt.a, no 

recoiling Cu0^
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III. HKbULTS
(

Calculation O1 Absolute Groas action! ...Iron VxpcriiM.ntal dataAs.

Since it was not poesmle Vo directly eonltor the intenuit., of th*

Itw cross acction for th*

(111-1)aa* a-

wnere

P

24 for an infinitcljr long ixxeoardaentdiaintegration rat.* of Ma'

• cheuical yield of *a‘

and counting yields:

1
(UX-2)

F b

>

P
M* • masher of nuclei par aquar* centimeter of Al soaitor foil 

The di*intexration rat** ar* calculated fro*, tn* aeaaured activities

- X t

u*'

■c

“p

I 
p

whoa* cross section la known independently. 

la related to the monitor reaction cross.

dX - disintegration rave of th* product nuclide for an infinitely 
p long txwtiarih**nt.

> choe.ical yield of th* product *l«*k*nt
24 L - "

o**
p

section, <T^»

(Ct).

S

A° 
P 

— a

internal proton bears, ouring buartMjrdMMPt, th* yield of a particular pr^xluct 

was Measured relative to the yield of the non 1 tor reec'.iori Al* (p,3pn)ha t

(Ct) 
P

h
(Cf)p 

(GO,

N - ntMber of nuclei per aquare centieeter of (p, xp) target

production of tne product, , 

in the following way:
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• counting rat* of product nuclide at end of buaoardcnent

' docaj ounstant of product nuclide

growth of a radioactxvt daughter from* a decaying parent.

UH-J)ax

where

for daughter nuclide

for product (parent) nuclide

renuxred to chool call y jurify the parent after

t

For these cates the counting yield value uted m equation (111-2) was 

that of the daughter nuclide.

Several groups of «xperuenlers have measured the

absolute cross section for this reaction in the energy range of interval.

The values of the monitor cross section used in this study were titose 

below 350 hev anc of

Cumming, Friedlander and hearts, (Gumming, 1958), above 350 her.

e length of t ism 
end of botubardsMtni

P 
t#

of Hicks, Stevenson, Mervik, (Hicks, 1956),

• length of time the pirenl is allowed to decay before the 
daughter xs separated

- decay constant

« decay constant

Xq ” Xp

- V

Ap

• length of boaPardswmt 

in those eases where the rsd loaetive auupitvr of the iroduct nuclide

Ad

A^ • activity of radioactive daughter at the time of the par»mt- 
daughter separation

‘V

Tie monitor ’'•action chosen lor this stuoy was tne reaction 

Ali7(p,3pn)Maz<*.

was counted. A° was deters inod by apply U* tne general otjUiti on for the

<•
P

• countyield of product nuclide

ApSi • saturation factor
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These values were In substantial agreement with those determined by

Reulana, (ijsuland, 1961), and f-arikh, (Parikh, 1960). All these

is significantlyTuraevich, (Yule, I960).

different than half-lives of any other activities produced in the

aluminum foil, the seonitor could <-e counted directly without chemical

separation of sodium.

1OO>.

b, Experimental Results

The experimentally determined values of the (p, xp) crass sections

The errors listed are for the standard deviationare given in Table V.

lhe excitation functionsfrom the average for identical bombardments.

for the (p, 2p) reactions are plot tea in Figure 5, for the (p, _ip)

The standard deviations are plottedthe (p, 5p) reaction in Figure 8.

vertical lines above ana below the average value of the cross sectionas

If the value is based on one determination only, no

The energies listed are the nominalrelative error has been assigned.

The dependence of the reaction crosskinetic energies of the protons.

sections on the mass of the target nuclide xs shown in Fig ures 9 to 11.

ErrorsC.

The sources Of error in the reported cross section values may be 

discussed with reference to the measured quantities as they appear in 

equation (1II-1).

The errors in the values of the sionitor cross section may be 

At allinferred by the agreement of the independently determined values.

the pertinent energies these values were within 1O% of tne chosen values

■wr asu resent a were slightly lower than those obtained by Yule anu 

Since the half-life of 4a2<*

at each energy.

Hence, (<•£ ) in equation (ill-1) was always

reactions in Figure 6, for the (p, 4p) reactions in Figure 7, and for

■m
il »

l»
iw
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Experimental Absolute Cross Section Values in MillibarnsTABLE V

Incident Proton Energy In Hev

226208130Reaction

10.710.79.310.0

10.6*1.918.6*3.720.8*4.610.2*1.710.722-8Average

20.8*5.821.322-114. 6*3- 318.120.8Average

W186(p,2P)Ta1« 5.48 L

/

6.9321-74 7-4421-215.482.9820.48 5.55Average

8.30
6.58

17.0
14.5
18.2

17.9
18.4
13.0

18.2
20.8
27.5
16.7

8.79
4.59
7.06
7.27

13.9
9.60
8.56

3.34
2.62

8.65
10.1
11.9

16.0
21.2

Al27
Monitor ?/ 

Cp»3pn)Na

Si30(p,2p)Al29

Zn^8(p,2p)Cu^7

O
CM H 

C
M

• • 
• • 

• o to 
00 <4 

5^8
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TABLB V - vcontinued)

96208OP.e act ion

1.8910.08-c. 8^.352.15^0.2*1.7110.352.0510.46Average

7.5011.038.1311.59a.3510.80o. 70*1.10 —A. 3 310. 72Average

V

0.64010.0730.391*0.0480.47210.0760.22710.0370.15810.035Average

1.06*0.14O.58210.0960.51610-0J80.39410.0500.30310.087Average
£

4.84
3.82

2.32
1.96

1.93
1.77
1.94

9.9*.
6. 96
7.50

0.183
0.133

0.252
0.256
0.400

0.246
0.251
0.185

0.455 
0.415 
o. 575 
O.o85

0.357
0.368
0.383
0.468

0.505
. -

0.494
0.573

1.95
1.46

o.53
7.38
3.58

0.417
0.526

0.970
1.18

5.92
7.48

-.52
-•7?
3.21

0.559
0.701
O.t>6O

2.n
2.76
2.02
1.87
1.50

0.378
0.350
0.4^4

3.54
4.36
5.15

t

i75(p,3p)Ga73

51(p,3p)Sci‘9

Si3°<p,3p)Kg28
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TABLE V — (contt

Raact ion

0.243*0.033Avwrac*

Avwr*«e

0.189^0.022Av«r*««

0. 565*0.141Avars**

332(f,^P)A12<? 0.595

0.665
0.465

0.266
0.221

2.89*10“?
-.01*10“*

^(RrMOK*2-

'(p,WM5

SCpApUI2’

(3.85*1.35)*10“*

F^1*7

£27 *£2

0.144^0.001 0.295*0.059 < .316*0.065 0.31^*0.062

0.207*0.034 0.328*0.365 0.277^0.062 0.312*3.030

0.414*0.091 0.603*0.070 0.529^0.144 0.594*0.071

0.578

xji

0.523
0.370
0.364

0.250 
3.183 
0.231
0.204. 
3.167

0.653
0.554

0.253
0.337

0.690
0.411
0.406

0.516
0.612
0.655

0.271
0.362

0.J88
0.349
0.308 
0.370 
0.124.

0.261
0.377

0.145
0.143

3.166
0.279 
0.262
3.316
0.343

0.288
0.352
0.299
3.332

12.6»10“^
13.«xl0“*

(X.2*0.8)xlO“a

8.51X10”2

8.51X1O”2

I

8.03*10“?
6.55*10“*

(7.28*1.O5)*1O“^

11.2*1O“'2 
8.69*10

(9.6511.463*10“*

*

oo
uo

o 
• • 

6 • 
• 

sm
s
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TAbl_£ V - (eom.inu«d)

R**ctloo U2 SS £22 22* =£2

Av«r**«

x»wr*<«

>-3lwr*«*

s^MpHi28

*

3.33xlO“3(2.60*1.74»)xlO”3

1.37X1O”3
).8U2O‘J

(«. 5311.72)xl0”3

3.33x10'3

S.OLxlO'3
4..7iX10*J

(4.M*O.2O)xlO“3

(9. 0510.01 )xlO“3

8.90*10“3
10.5 xlO”’ 
7.19x10“’

(3.®O*O.87)xlO“3

. 5-85x10”?
8.75x10”’ 
8.95x10”"’

W.65X1O’3 
5.39x10, 
3.76x10*’-’

(4..60*l.Qc.lxlOa

(7.85,11.73 >xlO~3

5.16x10”3 
5.56xlO“3

3.18X1O”3
^..iUxlO”-’

9.03xlO”3 
9.06x10”3

1. 57X1O”3 
5.83x10“’ 
6.96*10”’ 

(6.79*p.«3)xlO“3

r

4..97X1O”33.O9X1O”3
3-29*10”-’

l.lOxlO”3

S(p,5p)M«2a

4.71X1O”3

(3.1910.14 3*10”3 4.97X10”3

(4.3V2.O6)xlO”3

1

6-3axlO”3
4..4.6x10”-'
5.59X1O”’

(5.4«10.S2)xlO*’3

1» 5(p,M»)Zi»7*

I
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activity due to recoil from the Al
monitor foil waa minimi zed by placing Al foils on both sides of the 

■onitor.

A more serious source of error arises tn the determination of

Errors in each of the three 'quantitiesthe absolute disintegration rates.

-.ppecring in equation (III-J4) may contribute to the overall erro. in the

disintegration rate.

In those cases where it was possible. Ma'

, the absolute disintegration rate of the sasple was, ano Cu

The count4ng yielddetermined by » bet<i-gassH» coincidence measure-ent.

could tnon be evalu-.ted by measuring, the activity with end-window

(lectionThese valuer, are assuav*d to be reliable to • 7*.detect ors.

II. C. 1. b. (i.)). In all other cases it was not possible to measure

the absolute disintegration rates of the product nuclides due to their

half-lives being too short, no rai-ma rays nresent in the decay. or

inability to prepare a -a* pie of sun ic lent radioche-ical purity.

Assuming values .or the various factors, the counting yields for these

The

with the measured values. Since

cant to compare the ratio of the courting yield oi Na' to the counting

The results are shown in Table VI.yield of the product nuclioe. in

Considering the sources, anti about 12X for the Cu

of error ‘n the ratio of uisintegration rates in equation (711-1), the 

uncertainty assigned tn this ratio is •_ 15A.

An accurate vaiue of the counting yield or each the product nuclides

24> Any error arising fror loss of Na

is not readily attainable.
_„...67

nucAloes had to be calculated according to eouation 1I1I-3).

uncertain- les in this calculation may be obtained t*y co-paring calculated 

counting yields for Na'^*, Mg28, and Cub7

tnnse cases, the error In the calculated value is about 2A for the ratio 

involving »'?fl---- “—* ’ " ■ •*“ *'“67 

these factors smear as a ratio in eouation (111-1), it is tore aignifi- 
M
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TABUE VI - Coempar isM»n of Counting II* Id Kat io*

Ratio Calculated Measured

24

20

.24
1.20 1.40

bl

Th* error arising due to uncertainti** in th* saturation factor

depend* upon th* d*t*min«tion of th* bosbardmit tin* and th* constancy

of th* proton baas Intensity, if no error is assigned to th* value of th*

docay constant.

Th* b*au

current was held as constant as possible daring th* t.irwstiarrtnswts. These
errors decrease as the boUbardumt tin* and half-lif* of the products

The **xi*M» uncertainty in th* saturation factor* would occurincrease.

for the vanadiun bonbar Ma*Ht *.

Th* error in ths detersdnstion of th* activity of th* product

nuclide depend* Mainly upon th* resolution of th* decay curves, sine* ths

standard deviations of th* counting ueasuresent* were less than ♦ UL

All th* decay curve* except those for copper and tungsten wore resolved

by th* IBM 650 co*|*t*r eatployirg th* Gin* cod*. Th* ability of th*

cosputer to resolve th* synthetic gal Hum decay cure**, (Section II. C.

2.), say b* taken as a Measure of th* error to be expected fro* thia

analysis sin*se the gall tun samples contained ths worst eonglocortstion of

This error is taken to be loss than » Si.coeapeting activiti**. Th*

error assigned to copper and tungsten activities, which «*w resolved 

graphically, is * IOS.

i
.i

’c.

This tie* could be d*teruined to ♦ 5 second* which would 

give ris* to an error of M for a on* Minute hour args *-^t.

I . 
Ma'

I 
Ma'

<

0.44 a IO"2d.JU x JU~"
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Any «rror In th* ratio of the chevical yields may bo attributed to the

determination of the et»e~"ical yield of the product since no chemical

separations were warts on the wonitor foil. The etandaru gravimetric

procedures and the spectrophotometric procedure used should giro errors

of less than 5X. In those cases where tantalum was separated, followed

b/ the milkinr. of the tungsten daughter. an additional 5M error nay ba

The chemical yields of the tantalum were det erained bypresent.

C on a filter paper disc. The hydroxide composition was pre sura rt

Ignition of similar samples to the oxide found this method

AH targets and monitor foils were weighed t»y difference to the

nearest tenth of a milligram on a Sartorius balance. The error in the

ratio of the number of nuclei per square centimeter due to weighing and

area det oral ration errors should be less than for foil targets. In

the case of powdered targets, an additional 15JC error may arise from

non-uniforaitles in the distribution of the target material, (Section II. A. J.).

The root-awan-snuere total error any be ta«en as a measure of the

uncertainty in the absolute values of ths reported cross sections. The

root -mean- square total error will be defined as the square root of the sum

of the squares of the errors associated with the monitor cross section, the

ratio of the disintegration rates, the ratio of chexlcal yields, and the

For those (p, xp) reactions leading

as the product, the root-mesn-oouare error is • XXC. For all other

foil targets the error is ♦, 1?JC. The root.-moan square error for the powdered

targets is • PJM. The reproducibility of the rasaurament of the crosi section

ratio of the number of target nuclei, 
to T.W’

weighing the hydroaide which had >*sn washed with ether and dried st 

11O°

to bo Ta((M)5.

to be reliable to within the limits Quoted.
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value* in most cases is between IO and 2OM a* indicated by the standard

deviations reported in Table ill.

will be presented in terns of the experimentally measured

quantities which are Independent of nuclear model and reaction awcnanisaa.

An analysis of the data in terne of these quantities will be deferred to

Section IV. C.

The following symbol* will be used in analysis of roeoil study data.

fraction of product activity recoilin*. out of the target

forward and th* backward directions simultaneously from the same target.

The target

from the following equation.

corrected for cheatcal

activity in the catcher and target, respectively. and

■ is the target weight normalisation factor.

SB

FP- f reel ton of product activity recoiling out of the target 
perpendicular to the direction of the incident he —

ua
'a

%
Because it was not possible to awasur* the recoil activity in the

value* had to be normalised to the sane target weight.
-. . - — .-a

yield.

where i>K

Zn«

FF

FF

the fr

weight chosen for the normalisation was 6.24 mg cm-*.

and Hj. are the abeolute disintegration rates, 

of th* Cut7

% fraction of product activity recoiling out of th* target in 
th* backward direction

fraction of product activity recoiling out of the target in 
th* forward direct ion

In thia sect ion the result* of the recoil study of th* reaction 

(p.apjCu67

FR was calculated
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The wperUwntkl r,u«rtiti«3 ar* suanarised tn Table VII and ar*

shown in Figures 12 and 13. The valuta reported are averages of two

The uncertainties associated with these fractions aremereurewertt s .

mostly confined to the determination of the chenical yields of the

^*ince both the Cu activity fro* the catcher foil and

the activity «reduced in the target were counted in the sane gsone try.

If a ♦ 51 error istheir counting yields are a|proximately the .m*bw.

assumed for the char.leal yield deter4nation, an error of £ isI

♦ 1OJC la asauassd for the determination of A th* root—aaean—tPiuarc

error for the fraction of recoil activity is 17%. There is *notMr

possible source of error in the fraction, the magnitude of which has

In a few of the preliminary bombardments of thenot been assessed.

sine targets, some of th* sine target was found to be fused to the

catcher foil. On reducing the bean current, this effect disappeared

within the Units of visual observation. However, si-<ee the target foil

is adjacent to the catcher, there always exists the possibility for trans

fer of son of the target material to the catcher foil either by smchaniral

or thermal swans. If such an effect la present, it must be fairly

reproducible since results intween independent experiments in most cases

do not vary by more than <► 20%.

assumed for the deter*lr*at ion of the target weights, and an error of 

-

Maple*, a detorwinat ion of the weight of the target, and date mi nation

Of th** i—• a. a *
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Recoil Data

F F,

>-3396 4.08*1.03

297 3.00*0.70

208 2.48x9.42

130 2.94X1.20

<

'r
fTFroton 

,fo»Fg
(12.9X9-7)xlO~3 

(6.83±1.46)xlO“3 

(14.Jx2.O)xLO~3 

(12.7X4.8)xlO"3

(5. 55x9-44 )xlO-3 

( 5. 34±O.39)x!O-3 

(4. 57X9-42)x!O-3 

(5.81xl.34)xlO“3

(2.12X9-34)X1O' 

(2. 28x0.21)xl0-3 

(5.84xl-12)xlO-3 

(4.32x9-64 )xlO“ 3

T4HLK VII - in6**(p,2p)CM67

FB
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DISCUSSIONIV.

General Appearance of Results

From the suisnaries of the experimental results which were presented

In Section III, several significant features bear ■nention. For the

(p, 2p) reactions, the general shape of the excitation functions and 

The results obtained in this study were a factor of

5 to 10 lower than those obtained by Strohal an I Carctto. (Strohal, 1?61).

There was no apparent reason why this discrepancy should exiit. The

only major difference in the two experimental measurements was that e

foil was used in this used by Strohal. The

Although) the cross section obtained here could not have

been discarded on experimental considerations, the apparent consistency 

of Strohal*s measurements with other (p, 2 nucleon) data, and with trends

to be discussed in subseouent sections, has cast serious doubt on a low

value for the cross section.

(p, 3p)Ta reaction couldreported for the cross sections of the Re

A larger value for this cross section likewise would be also be low.

consistent with trends to be expected from. Honte Carlo calculations.

A different mass dej>endence between tne (p,2p), and the (p, 3p) 

and (p, Z*p) reactions was indicated by the measured cross section at

The (p, 2p) cross section seemed to be relatively innensi—all energies.

the magnitude of the cross sections were in agreement with the other

reported measurements in this energy region except for the case of W 

(p, 2p)Ta185

tion of the cross section for the production of Ta
187

study instead of the

foil was about ten times thicker than the oxide, which should give rise

to a larger cross section, if secondary processes were of importance. 

2p)Ta185

If the difficulty existed in the detertnina-
185 . . , then the values

185

tive to the mass number of the target while the (p, 3p) and (p, 4p) cross
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sections generally decreased as the mass number of the target increased.

I
and 3 target series.

At all , has a higher cross section

and Ra

did not occur. This trend with the odd-even mass character of the

product would have been expected if the reaction proceeded with a large

evaporation contribution giving im|>ortance to the density of levels and

pairing energy effects in the product nuclei.

Although smooth curves of varying shapes have been drawn through

the average cross section values in Figures 5 to 8 these should only be

used as a guide to the trend of the data. In .;<ost of the reactions, the

experimental points could have been fitted to a straight line within two

The general considera-times the standard deviation of the average value.

tions of nuclear reaction irechanisms in this energy region may give pre

ference to a straight line, while effects such as shell structure, if

they are important, may show the trends indicated.

Theoretical Treatment of (p,xp) ReactionsB.

l.onte Carlo Calculations - (p, ..’p) and (p, 3p) Reactions

Both steps of the Berber mechanism of nuclear reactions have been

investigated in considerable detail by Monte Carlo methods by Metropolis,

et al., (Metropolis, 1958), and Ltostrovsky, Fraenkel, and Friedlander,

(Dostrovsky, 1959). Application of the results of these studies to

(p, 2 nucleon) reactions has been made by several ex,.*rimenters, (Yule,

1960; Caretto, 1958; dare, 1957; Maurer, 1958; Ladenhauer, I960).

A’’ interesting exception to the general mass trend of the (p, 3p) and 

(p, Z*p) reactions occurred in the Si'*<5, P^, 

29 energies the odd mass product, Al 

28than the even-even product Mg

In these cases, the energy deperxience of the cross section has been

A similar exception might have been 

expected for the (p, 3p) reactions on 4 and Rax but apparently
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reproduced reasonably well but the calculated values were too low by

factors between 2 and 4* The explanation offered lor the di»crej*ncj

was that a more realistic nuclear model with a diffuse edge extending

to larger radii should have been used in the cascade calculation. Inclu

sion of the effects of nuclear shell structure also may have been

(Markowitz, 195B; benioff, 19bO; Udsnbauer, 1960} Xule, 19t»O).necessary,

Very good agreement has been obtained by Ladenoauer anu winsberg,

between the calculated values at 160 anu 4f>O hev

(p,pxn) cross sections and measured vaiues when x is greater

Because (p,_ip) reactions may be consideredthan or equal to 2. as

(p, pxp) reactions, it u.inht be expected that similar calculations would

« reproduce the cxperin.entally measured values. At least the calculations

should reproduce the observed mass dependence of the cross sections.

Calculations of cross sections based on Monte Carlo data were done

for both the (p, 2p) anu (p, Jp) reactions. The lack of sufficient Monte

Carlo cascade data for (p, 4p) reactions mane similar calculations for

these reactions impossible. The total calculated cross section for the

(p, 2p) reaction consisted of the sum ol two contributions: the pure

Knock-on part which arises from (p, 2p) cascades leaving tne residual

nucleus with insufficient energy to evaporate a nucleon; and the contri

bution due to (p, p*) cascades followed by the evaporation of one proton

The total (p, Jp) cross section also was calculated as the sumonly.

of two contributions:

cades to product nuclei with insufficient energy for nucleon evaforation;

and the contribution due to (p, 2p) cascades followed by one proton

evaporation. due to neutron evaporation predominating over a proton evapo

ration at a given excitation energy, (p, p*) cascades leaving tins nucleus

the pure knock—on part arising from (p, >p) cas—

(Ladenbauer, 1960), 

for the I127
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with sufficient excitation energy to evaporate two protons were not
( The evaporation

width for neutrons was too large compared to the width for two proton

evaporation.

The Monte Carlo cascade data “ere furnished by Professor A.

Turkovich, of the University of Chicago. These aata were analyzed into

frequency spectra of excitation energies resulting fro* a particular type

Of interest m the final cross section calculation is theof cascade.

number of cascades of a particular type leading to a United range of

excitation energies divided by the total nuasxir of cascades. The range

of the excitation energies chcuen was determined by the energy required

for subsequent evaporation steps. For the pure Knock-on contribution to

the reaction cross sections, the upper limit for the excitation energy 

was that onerfj required for the rwmoval of the most loosely bound nucleon.

In all calculations done in thisThe lower limit in this case was xcro.

the binding energies comi<uLed by Cfcacron, (bameron, 1957),study, were

For the contrjiution to the cross section from proton evaporation, used.

tne upper limit for the excitation energy was chosen to be the energr 

required to evaporate a proton from the residual nucleus fro* the cascade, 

plus the energy required to evaporate a neutron with zero Kinetic energy

The lower Limit for the excitation energy was following the proton.

tadksn to be the energy required to eva|K>rat« a proton with sere kinetic 

energy from the residual nucleus.

, Cu , Ce Bi

had to be assumed to be insensitive to th<r» choice of targetand

nucleus over a n>rrw ran re. For the calculations done by Ladcnbauwr

Since hor«te Carlo cascade data were not available for the specific 

reactions studied, the available data on Al ?, Cu44*, Hu^00, Ce14*®, 

y2«

considered to contribute to the (p, ipj cross section.
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, th*’ to

or Co

•ndon Si

wit* u*hj for the

calculations.

The •»»|cr»lloti csl'ulslluns wvr» itotw wt.rlo.ylng Lite nuclear

evaforntion Model of wlMkopf, (welsskopf, 1/37), as Modified by Itostrw igy,

The total evk^oralton width at a given

For the excitation energieswidth

The values

of the Inverse cross section used were loose given by uostrovsay and

values of the pairing «’nergy torsi in ths level owns ity forsula were

on was chosen for thewas chosen to t»e

the followingradius jeruew. M’
eouatlon was used.

(IV-1)

and f is thewhere

The radius paraMeier, was taken to be l.J *

The evatoration contribution.on. K
,r
< z~

seeli one,

M> pjl • ■ •

CTvoa

taken froo Cuauron, (Caas»ron, 1V5S).

A 
To 
for the pure knock-on contribution.

el *1., (Hostr*wsay, 1V>/). 

excitation energy, |~*T,

, plus the proton wiotn.

a'/3
fk

ine level dens it/ parasMler, 
-13 A value of 1.3 X IO **

of excitation energies.

IO-13

Aa7>

For the calculet ions of the (p, zp) and (p, Jp) crosa 
27 

cascade data for Al 
32 and .»

r

be relatively insensitive to the choice of cascade data for either

H.**"---------- 1*0

; data for cascades on Uu 
jjmjm 

reactions) ann data on di

is given b/ equation (1V-2).

was smubsms to cons let entirely of the neutron 

n,,— r— r p. 

considered, this asauaption leads to errors of leas inan

2
- .. • <,.■ .••• •- i ri- cros» eeelii>n, nr
4 eons o

fraction of the total nu«*>er of cascades leading to Lhe desired range

•nd hinaberg, (Lauenbauer, 19Od), on l^77

were used fur with reactions

wars used for V 

Mkd Kkie7

•4
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The total (p,xp) cro»» Mellon based on Monte Carlo data la ttwn

*
(IV-J)

Although the Monte Carlo cascade calcwlat i~>no were done for a

reaeonably large musher of cascades, the statistical oeviatlvna awaocA-

Thls was especiallysled with any par*,tcular type of cascade were large*

true for the msdter of (p, )p> cascades lead Am to residual nuclei w«tti

ineufflclent eoerg,. to evaporate a nucleon. In tne best situations

there were only one or two cascades tabulated An this energy region.

The statistical uncertainty in these m* •• large aa the value of the

For this reason, the calculator (p, Ip) cross sectionsnumber 1 tea If.

should be used only as a guide to what might bo expected from honte Carlo

irestmonte of the react 1cm mechanism.

to for the region of

excitation energies choewn.

max law value of the excitation energy An the ran*;o, was assumed to fee

Since the proton evaporation width decreasesvalid for the whole region.

sort rapidly Uan the total width aa the excitation energy decreases, 

this assumption gave values too large for the amount of proton evaporation.

Table Will contains the results of the monte Carlo calculations for

ip) reactions at MK» Mev she ratios of ths measured

the experimental cross sectionreaction.

(btronal, 1901), ano thevalue was taxon from otrohal and Car it to.

(ware, 1957). strohal'a experimental va.uw

If theoretical preuictiono were correct,also was used for tunrutwm.

nThe manner in which the evaporation cal cu 1st ions were done should 

load to an upper limit for the ratio of

calculated value ; rasw ~«r»,

•^1

P 
lhe ratio, which was determined for the

the (p, 2p) and (»,

• (F

to the calculated cross sections sre plotted In Figure 14.
>£j 11*1

For ttw O %
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TABLE VI11 - Comparison of >,ont« Carlo Calculation* and sjrparinantal Crow Sactlons at 300 4av (Ln aXLlibama)

1.31X0.38

13.4X3.7 1.59X0.47

16.5X5 1.34X0.59
10.1X3.6 10.1X3.6 4.30*1.60

2.15X0.24 O.ZuXO.Ot* 0.32X9.06 6.71X0.84.
0.49X0.13 O.57X0.13 7.63X2.24

1.27X1.03 1.34X1.03 0.35X0.28

Ra

& a

20.8X4.6

21.3X2.1

30.4*3.2

43.4X4.5

.^*T - OTaLC

15.9X2.9

0.30X0.23
(1.84X13.8 MIO-3

(5.32xU.8)xl0“4

4.35X0.80 

0.472X0.076 

0.516X0.038

15.5X2.9

13.3X3.7

0.36*0.10

(T^i.ajxior2

0.295X0.059
8.51xl0“2

Ca 
,186

(7.5x2.0)xl0~2

(7.7x2.0)xl0*2

(1.7xO.4)*1O“10

Raaptjon 
Si30 

tn6® 

142

Si3O 

P31 

V51 

*-75
1.6*1.3

(i.Exiajxio"2
A

(1.6*12)xlO~2

(p,3p)X<28

(p.SpjAl29

(p,3p>Sc49

(p,3p)Ga73

*186 (pUpiHT1®4

•L87(p,3prra1®5

(p,2p)Al29 

(p,2p)Cu67 

(p^lLa1^1 

(p,2p)Tai83

0.07X0.02

(O^XO.JjxlO-2

(5«6x2.8)xlO-7

(4.7x2.4)xlO“7

1.17X1.3

(1.6X122X1O"2

Cl.bxlZjxlO"2

**
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the curves should be parallel to the target mass axis at a value of unity

for the ratio.

ment.

were too low at all energies, but especially too low at large values of

A. Within the large statistical uncertain!ies of the (p, 3p) calcula-

large r than the otoervea value at large A.

From the.oalculations done at 300 Kev, the knock—on contribution

ed (p, 2p) cross sections increased from a value of aboutto the cal

97% at A - 30 to The (p> P’) evaporation mechanism onlyat A - 186.

contributed to the calculated cross section value at A 30. A similar

conclusion about the contribution of the evaporation mechanism to the

calculated (p, 3p) cross section may also be deduced. The evaporation

5 x 1O‘ The only signmcant contribution to the calculated

(p, 3p) cross sections for A 31 was due to the pure Knock-on process.

It was interesting to note that although the total value of calculated

for (P» 3p) Mg'to the cross section for Si

adequately predicted by the evaporation mechanism at 300 Kev, i.e. ,

also 2.0.

In view of thei.

It is not certain whether the stringent requirements

tions, the opposite trend in cross section dependence with A was noted.

The Monte Carlo calculations predicted a value for the cross section

Obviously, the measured and calculated values were not in agree- 

The (p, 2p) calculations gave values for the

success of Monte Carlo calculations in jredicting the 

(p»pxn) reaction cross sections it was surprising to see the model ran 

for (p, xp) reactions.

cross section which

contribution decreased from approximately 7.5% at A -30 to approximately 

% at A - 187.

lP» 3p> cross section was too low at A - 30, the ratio of the cross section 

(p, Jp> Al29 to the cross section for Si^° (p, 3p) Mg2® was

the experimental ratio was 2.0 and the calculated evaporation ratio was 
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place<l on the calculated reaction paths for (p, xp) reactions were the

source of discrepancy or whether there was something inherently wrong

in the horde Carlo calculations themselves when applied to reactions of

Perhaps the inclusion of a diffuse nuclear surface as hasthis type.

been suggested by other workers, (Metropolis, 19J>8; fule, I960; Ladenbauer,

I960), will be sufficient to raise the magnitude of the knock-on contri—

but ion so th;, t ttie calculated values of the cross section will agree

Since the evaporation contribution towith the experimental values.

the total cross section is limited by tne proton evaporation width, the

diffuse edge shoulu not greatly affect this part of the calculation.

Geometrical todel Calculations - (p, 2p) Reactions2.

The general lack of agreement between Monte Carlo calculations and

experimental (p, pn) cross sections leu t.o other theoretical approaches

benioff, (renioff, I960), treated (p, pn) cross sectionsto the problem.

in tne multi—Bev region from shell structure and nuclear surface consiuera-

Assumptions under which he did this calculation do not allow ations.

similar calculation to ~e done in the 100 to 600 hev region. For example.

the (p, pn) reaction in the mufti-Bev region proceeds mainly tnrough in

elastic p - n collisions where a zero—degree scattering angle approximation

Carrying this scattering angleintroduces only a minimum error.

I approximation to the lower energy region where the reaction proceeds by

elastic p - n collisions would give **ise to sizable errors in the calcu-

et al., (naris, 19M1), calculated differential (p, 2p)Maris,lations.

reaction cross sections ior light nuclei below 1J>J> hev by a quasi—elastic

A treatment similar to this might have been used scattering fornalism.

complex nuclei if sufficient information about the proton shells partici-

It may ue necessary ultimately topating in the process were known.

I,

to estimate the fore knock-on contribution to (p, <ip) reactions in more 
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(p, 2 nucleon) reactions by such detailed calculations to

explain the olserveu Magnitudc of the cross section values ana their

■ ler^ndence on target mass number. However, experimental data in the

the present time, due to tne large uncertainties associated with the

measured values, (iitrohal , I96I).

applied to the (p, 2 nucleon) reactions

in tins energy reilon with hopes of gaining soi-e insight into the

simple geometric contribution to the reaction. The geometrical model

A two dimensional nucleus

This nxadel treats the pure knock-on part of the (p, 2p) reactions.

In two dimensions tne nucleus nay be considered as a circle of radius.

R, with the nucleons uniformly distri throUgnout the area. The

prooavility that a (p, 2p) react! occurs is equal to the (product of

the following probability factors

escapes without

escapes withoutP2>

The probability that the incident parti-or

being

probability that collision partner, 
further interaction.

A less complex model was

• probability that collision partner, fp 
further interaction

the mean free path of the nucleon, is defined as

P(p) “ probability that the collision partner ia a proton

b, is

f*(l) " the probability that the incident proton, p , enters tne 
circle at an impact parameter, b, trivels a1aistance, x, 
parallel to the incident direction without making a 
collision, ana then makes a collision with another nucleon 
in a small distance, dx

can be used Lo investigate the essential feature of this i.ioael.

was originally proposed by killer and was discussed by Markowitz, 

(biarkowitz, 19i>7), and Grover, (Grover, 1961).

ItXJ to /.OO Fev energy region do not seem to warrant such treatment at 

The probability of a proton striking tf»e nucleus at an Impact parameter, 
2n b db 2 b db 

X----  or----------
nRZ h2 X

cle travels a distance x without making a collision is exp ------ , where

1 h 
e<<r-> * ?



I nucleon cross section.

The (p, ..’p) reaction is anauMd to take place wit.hin Li** Halts

i.e. . the collision between the inciuent

prot«n and a proton of given aoaetAiw wltnin the nucleus is the same 

free j roton-r”^»tun scattering cross

the free proton -neutronthe exclusion principle and

Tne effective averageseatt ring cross section treated accordingly.

z<cr ♦ N
(IV-*.)

A

in dx is 1

The

Z
(1V-50Kpl

A

where U is

To convert tne probability that a «ep) reaction occurs to a

inteiu*ated over tne

allowed values of x an.- b and the product of tne prooabi I-ties must ue

of the impulse approximation.

nucleus and 1 is its moan free path.

the nuclear density and< & > being the effective range nucic.n- 

The probability that the incident particle undergoes a collision 

ext/- --------- |. because dx is small, the exponential nay
\ I ) **

be expanded ana the probability may be written simply as —- .

probability that the collision is with a proton is given in euuation

/ U'
Tne earcpw probabilities, nave the form exj f------—

as in the inbound state at the same center of mass energy, exeept

for the effect of the lauli exclusion principle. < CT > it ttwfi the 

section weighted Uy the effect of

iRV O r»« * A a. ar a w y •vwa - — —— --- r a w ■

the distance tne collision partner s-ust travel to escape free- tne

cross section value, U.e P( 1) function must oe

nucleon-nucleon cross section is defined oy the following equation.
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Equation (IV-4>) gives t-he

0(r,2p) -

(XV-O)

1

Performing the integrat ion, the following equation la obtained.

1
exp

2

(1V-7J1

Two <1 Iffe re nt calculations of (p, 2p) react ion cross auction*

tcau; 1),The fl rat calculation

The values for the effectiveemployed equation (1V-7) as written.

nucleon-nucleon cross sections were from a compilation by

The energies of the collisionClements and winsberg, (Clements, l^oJ).

after the collision were assumed to be equal ano to hawe one

The radius parameter was chosen to

The product, £be 1.3 x IO cm.

where this reaction can occur are very limited.

2^r~>
A<>>

impact parameter of the incident proton is large and a gracing collision 

with one -»f the target protons occurs, then the product of the escape

-fe

x«3>>
»<?>

multiplied by the geometric cross section.

half the incident proton energy.

7^» ■"
2 1

(■)

was assuamd to be U.X>.

.. Z -1V 12

were done using this reometric mooel.

R
- - 1

1

U1

1^2’

By assuming this value for the jiroduct, the regions within the nucleus 

For example, if the

final form of the (p, 2p) cross section.

f R 2 5 hZ-i'*

— exp 

x

U2
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f
If the inci-

Tne (p, 2p) croa» aectlon was calculated at.Ce

lhe results of this calculation are pre->00, and 400 Mev.

The same energy

calculation.

values calculated by Morrison and Caretto, (unpublished).

The distance is averaged over all

A aore limited

The results of these geometric monel calculations may be compared

These comparisons are

Zn

However, this was not dine for the present calculations, 

of thia second calculation are also plotted in figure 15-

ave 

is the

The target nuclides selected were Al

probabilities may be about 0.5 since the incident particle has a 

high probability for escape and the struck nucleon about half the 

time will be moving away from the bulk of the nucleus.

dent proton passes through most of the nucleus before colliding with

sorted in Figure 15.

The second calculation, (CALC 2), was done by modifying equation 

(IV—6) so that the collision occured at a distance 2^.

splitting as a result of the collision was assumed here as in the first

The values of the £ functions were obtained from. U

1O0, 200,

have E • 0.7.

s“. x1’6. —1

u ave

average distance a particle must travel to escape from a circle of

radius R if the collision occurs at a distance 1 witnin the circle

analogous •.« the Hunte Carlo comparisons.

The calculated values for Al27,

parallel to the incident direction.

possible impact parameters and all possible angles.

averaging process in which the collision partners escape only into the

forward hemisphere perhans should be used for the (p, 2p) reactions.

The results

ware compared to the measured values for Si

to the experimentally date rained cross section values in a manner

4> Table IX and t igure 16.

100
i »

a nucleon near the surface, then both collision partners also may
27, X.1"

sumarised ..

65 Cu , and Ru
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TAUI XX - Cotparlaoct of j«ocM»t*ic Ko«*»l Calculation* and Cicjwrtjsanital Cro*» 3ectl tu ;U. «lX.ito*jm«)

29 1.18l.»t> 17.620.8*4.6 11.2

*

0.930.88 22.821.312.1 24.2

1.4334.6 1.31>5.0*4.2

1.040.73 29.2>.4*3.2 41.9

1.890.86 23.043.4£*.. 5 50.7

<T*7xy?

Zn’6(i>,2p)r95

.zprr*1*5

(p.apjL*^*

action

S133(p,2f)A!

Zn^Cp^jQM6
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, were trios* ootained by btrohal., C«

(Strobel, Ths incident proton energy at which th* comparison was

**»d* was JOO Me*.

C. theoretical Treatment of HecoXj Fhenoeena

Th* object ot th* recoil study was to obtain th* kinetic *n*r£y

A c<atp« rison of this energy with thxoretl-of tn* recoiling fragpmnt.

cally determined values should rstuv* eon* of the amblguitiea in th*

No~«v*r, from th* typ*letwraination of th* aechanisai of th* process.

of recoil eMsurwan.i juad* In this study, a sk>u«1 for th* process ai«t

If the rang*be assuaasd to calculate th* range of recoiling fragment.

of th* fragRent can b* d*t*r«.in*d from th*** integral experiments, then

its Kinetic energy amy be calculated from an assumed range-energy

The choice of the Model for th* process depends upon th*relal ioruship.

choice of the reaction aechanla* and the choice of t he model of th*

tueleua.

Three *ooel» for the recoil process were used to calculate the

Th* first aod*l is baaed on a simple con-fra&uent ranges in this study.

a'deration of the geometry of the measure-bents, (Figure 17-A). fu” thia.

ifthe recoiling fragments arc assumed to have one unique range, H.

the target thickness, h, is greater than the rang*, the fraction of

recoils which originate at a depth, x, and escape from the target is

Tne total fraction of recoil* observed in

actual to th* fractional solid angle subtended by the con* whose half- 
x

angle © - arccos ----- .
B

catcher foil is given by equation (IV-8).

, respect ively .

„ dt 142 reaction on <U"

and £r Ine experimental cross sections for th* (p, 2p) 

10b , and •
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R
(IV-S)

n
cl cos0 dx* O

reaction ana is shown in f igure

The recoil ran;e in Kiloelectron volts was obtained from the rangeIS.

calculated by equation (IV-8) in milligrams per square centimeter from

Porile's table of range-energy values for low energy Miass 65-70 particles.

(Porile, I960). based on radiative capture measure-Purile’s values.

used to convert all the ranges in milligrat;^ per square 

centimeter to ranges in kiloelectron volts for this study.

The secona model used to calculate the ranges from the experi

mental data was that orif rally developed by Sugannan, (Sugarman, 1956),

Minsberg,for tlie analysis of high energy proton fission of bismuth.

(Winsberg, 1959), derived tne specific case for fragments whose ranges are

This issecond power of their initial velocities.nroportional to th

expecteo to be the case for recoils from (p, 2 nucleon) reactions because

of their small velocities, (Knipp, 19tl» Sug&man, 1956; winsberg, 1959).

The salient features of this model are that the nuclear reaction

Figure 17-B is a velocity vector diagram ofproceeds in two steps.

In the first step, the incoming particle imparts a velo-this model.

v, in the laboratory system along the direction of the incomingcity.

in the second step, the interparticle to settle intermediate nucleus.

mediate nucleus breaks up tv fora the final nuclear fragbients with a

FR

!*> o

ne.is, were

The recoil range in the forward direction was calculated from the 

for Zn^tp, 2p)Cufa7

f® r cos 

Jo J 0

-1
' R d cosd dx

measured value of Ff
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Eor

larger than v.

be observed in the backward direction; mathematically, the equations as

derived by Winsberg are not valid. It is not obvious that this requirement

is met by (p, 2p) reactions. To apply this model tc (p, 2p) reactions, 

If the (p, 2p) reactions proceed by the knock—on mechanism.reactions.

v is presumed to arise from the interaction of the incoming and outgoing

V is due to the momentum of thenucleons with the nuclear potential.

The magnitude oi thehole left in the nucleus by the struck nucleon.

potential effect is open to question as will be described in a subse

lf the (p, 2p) reaction proceeds with an evaporationquent paragraph.

a resu±i

evaporation of the proton.

certain res •rations should be made as to the ptiysical significance of

The equations derived by ainsoerg lor tr.is model, when the target

thickness is greater than the range,

(IV-10).

15*
(iv-y)

velocity, V, in the system of the moving intermediate nucleus.
v

V
One of the requirements for applying this model is that V be

Since recoils have been observed in the backward direction, it 

seemed worthwhile to calculate ranges based on tills model, realizing that 

RFB

v and V assume quite different connotations than they have in fission

step, v arises as

are given in equations (IV-9) and

If this is not the case, then physically, no recoils can

01 the (p, p*) process, and V is due to the

convenience, the parameter is defined as

(Ff
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4*
( 1V-10)

2
1 ♦

where

The recoil range* calculated by

was calculated to be in thethese equations are plotted in Figure lb.

large extent by pure Knock—onIf the <p, 2p) reaction occurs to

The timemore Meaningful ph sical rxxiel ray be a one—step process.

required for the ip, ^p) interaction may be so short compared to the

time rouired for the residual nucleus to rove, that an- contributions 

•ut in the observation.due to potential or noie enects will ne smeared

This model is shown in Figure 17-C.

(1 ♦ a cos ** ) where Varbitrarily defined to be equal to Vo
velocity it would have if there were no apparent center oi mass notion.

The (1 ♦ a cos*~« ) representsthe distribution of hole momenta.

is given by

(IV-11)R -

laboratory, R^, is defined by

(IV—12)

kV2 
o

V2

and Rp 

perpendicular directions, rcspectively.

RP

2- kLv-

an attempt to correct for the e effects.

range of 0.17 at 200 Mev to O.*3 at 400 Fa--v.

« k. V2 (1 ♦ a cos?®. )'
L o A-

FP

' is the o

The recoil range censured xn tne

The center of mass motion arises from the potential well effects and
. .. k .o... ..' y « — y . « ** v * wJI*

The true range of the fragment

are the recoil ranges in the forward-backward and

The velocity, V, which the fragment has in tne laooratory is

L
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is probably not greatly different than V,

bo that

.2 (1W-U)

The projection of the range of the ft-ugment in the airaction of the

beam, t, la given by

(IV-LU)

Geometrical coneioerations similar to t <oee used in the treatment

of the first model also were applied here to determine the fraction of

product nuclei recoiling out of the target in a given direction. . The

fraction of recoils in the forward direction are given by equation

(IV-15).

1
(iV-15>LFF *

o
W is the target thickness which is assumed to be Larger than the range

la determinedfor this model.

for which t • O.by the value of 0,

2K
(rv-16)a ♦ 1

3Lb

s.

Since V o
equal to k.

The upper limit on the Integration over 

The choice of a (1 * a cosS*^) 

These quantities

n
’2

2W \ 
yo

ff

coe2«L)

t ’ «i, cos^l

L 
angular distribution leads to the result that ■ 

are given by equation (IV-16)

- fl( 1 ♦ a cos*?*, )2coe0, 
le **

R(1 ♦ a coi'h. )coe0, 
dt d cc»G.Io

beam, tp, is

The projection of on a given direction perpendicular to the
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(I»-17)

Squat ion (TV-18) gives th* fraction of recoil* observed In a direction

perpendieular to th* h*—.

(IV-18)d

a2
(IV-19)

8

Equation* (IV-16) and (JV-19) najr ba solved simultaneously for >.

Becaua* th* equation* are *a-:or>d degree with respect to a, a choice of

My choosing Halting value* foralgebraic sign for a la nacessary.

Thia choica is alsoand Fp. a negativ* value of a la inferred.F,

A* was the cm* with th* two-*tap proc***, th* one-step process

Equation* (IV—20) and (IV—21)also predicted two values for the rang*.

ar* taken a* th* definition* of these ranges.

(IV—20)

3

(IV—21)
2

8

<b

— • 1
2

%

Fg, rp _ _

consistent with th* axpcrisamrtal values.

2N

“fb"
KrF

n 
i r 

ff \ 
2«h /

0

- ♦ 1 
2

*

JI E(1 • a cos2«l)2. 

dt d$

2
> • a ♦ 1

- B( 1 • a coA )2sine. 
is 1*
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Th* rang** calculated from th*** aquation* ar* givwn la Figur* IB.

Th* value* of a that wer* determined war* in th* ran*'.* of -2.Bl at 

400 Mav to -A.bj at LOO hav.

It la InLerasting that although both th* **\* treatment and the

•tap process gave about the same value for the perpendicular rang**.on*

However,

The value*

calculated by th-, "r\" and "a“ eodels exhibited the same general trend* 

alter th* shape of th* rang* curve but only appeared to change its

magnitude.

reaction was eade baaed on th* assumption of a pur* knock-

Th* hole aosantu* was calculated from value* of the on mechanise.

■ rm in tun of the struck nucleon before oolliaion given by Clement* and

The** momenta were converted to recoil 

energie* jy equating th* moamnt.ua of the struck particle before collision.

, V' the main turn of th* recoiling nucleus after collision, F^.2

(IV-22)F.

or

2
2

(1V-2J)

is the mass of the recoiling nucleus.

PM

as a function of incident proton energy a* the geometrical range*.

I* i* tbe kinetic energy and

there a a send to •<* little agreeemnt Ln the value*, 

agreement in iit'«r case say only be fortuitous.

An at tear! to treat theoretically the recoil range* of th* Zn6^ 

(p, 2p>Cu67

Hirsh*rg, «Clm**nts, I960).

Th* inclusion o' center of mass correction tama did not appear to 

moamnt.ua


7d.

Two values of this quantity are obtained depending upon whether the 

collision occurs with a nucleon hewing th* average or the sauna

anount of Feral energy within the nucleus. These waivea are plotted

as solid circles «* n<«*.w 19

The aagnitude of trw I orsard-backwara effect a of the macloar

percentisi well was aaaeaoeo in the following way:

This value

of the nucleons

FZ

*F- (IV-24.)

where

(IV-25)w •
2

where

where h is the a*i« of the prv*-r»r.energy was ■me* 1 to be

is equated to

Four Halting cases were chosen to study thia effect:

to the direction of the

incident proton.

t

Cane I si Incident proton approaches the nucleus with a sero

A
and E* are the asuclsaM proton and neutron Feral energies, 

respect ively.

The net ssmAus, ^net* 

protons with the potential,

■ «?

A velocity inde

pendent potential, L , of 3A.9 hev was chosen for Zn6*. 

la the sun of the average matron Feral energy, M , 

plus the **«r«p nucleon blndirqi energy, M.

Lepact paraaarter and both collision partners escape 

free the nucleus at 15° 

V2HiEr — "1 

resulting fraa the interaction of the three

and M* are proton and neutron binding energies, respectively* 

given by GaaBeron, (Caneron, 1957). The nonentu* associated with this
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Case II* incident proton approaches tne nucleus at an isq-act

to th* direct ion of the incident

proton.

Case 11 1* incident proton approaches the nucleus with a aero

impact parameter, one collision partner escapes along

to this direction.

Case TV* incident proton approaches the nucleus at an impact

parameter equal to the radius, one collision partner

other at *O to this direction.

These four cases hay be examined in each of two war* of applying the 

potential effect to a two dimensional case of a circle wnose radius

corresponds with the nuclear radius.

potential effect acts as if a force is applied instantaneously at the 

oolnt of contact with the circle, then the recoil force is along the'

radius in the opposite direction. Only two values of P result since

cases I and 111 are equivalent and Forcases

cases 1 and III, the recoil kinetic energy is kev. For cases II

and IV, the recoil energy is O. In the secund method, the potential

effect la assumed to act along the direction of motion of incident and

escaping protons. Kor physical meaning, an impact parameter less than

a radius must be chosen for the incident proton. If this is done, the

potential effect of the incident proton is always tne sane. Again only

result because cases I and II are equivalent and

For cases I and II, the recoil energy

escapes along the direction of the ire ide nt preton, the

net
II and IV are equivalent.

the direction of the incident proton, the other at 

90°

two values of I’net

cases Ill and IV are equivalent.

parameter aq>ial to the radius and botn collision part

ner* escape at At>°

In the first method, if the
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la 99 kev. For cases III and TV, the energy is O. These values for

the potential well effect are plotted as solid straight lines in

Figure 19.

If the (p, 2p) reaction is assumed to take place by the (p, p’) 

followed y the evaporation mechanism, then the recoil kinetic energy of 

the product is the sun- cf the Kinetic energy resulting freer the 

deposition of sufficient excitation energy to evaporate a proton and

the recoil energy associated with*the evaporation process. There

and translational energy.

nucleus, then the resulting Zn nucleus wj11 have an excitation energy

of about 35 Kev. The recoil energy resulting fruit this compound nucleus

reaction leaving behind 25 kev of excitation

The recoil energy derived in this manner is 221 kev and isenergy.

plotted as a broken line in Figure 19.

energy for a proton evaporated fr "i Zn with an excitation enerry of

2* Kev may be calculated by maximizing efeisskopx's original evaporation

formula for the probability of evaporating a particle with a given

kinetic energy with respect to the kinetic energy, (^Ostrovsky, 1959).

This value is about 6 Kev. The recoil kinetic energy associated with

this process is 8» kev and is plotted on Figure 19 as a dasned line.

It was apparent from a comparison Of Figures 18 and 19 that none

of these energies were comparable to those calculated from equation

(IV—8). It may be more meaningful to choose a value considerably

lower than the maximum of 580 kev for the magnitude of the potential

If the (p, 2p) reaction takes place near the surfaceeffect.

k
I

The most probably kinetic 
68

If a 15 Kev proton is absorbed by a Cu 
68

appeared to t«* no simple relationship between nucleat excitation energy 
6?

process is assumed to be equal to the recoil kinetic energy resulting 

from Zn^®(p,p’)Gufc?
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then the two limiting cases for the

potential effect witn zero inpact parameter should be considered less

seriously than loose with the larger impact parameter.

IV, there is at least a 50% probability that one of the collision part-

heading toward the bulk of the nucleus after the collision. The

value of 99 kev for case II may be the most reasonable value of the

To retain consistency withrecoil energy due to the nuclear potential.

the premise that the (p, 2p) reaction occurs on the nuclear surface,

the higher value of the hole mo*nentwn should be used in making comparisons

with experimental recoil energies. kith these restrictions, both the

pure knock-on mechanism and the (o, p’ ) followed by evaporation mechanism 

predict maximum recoil kinetic energies of about 300 Mev.

The ftr ward-backward ranges calculated froa- the one step model 

at 100 aua 300 Mev agreeu fairly well with the theoretically predicted

values. However, the remaining calculated valuos were higher by at least

factor of two than the prediction. Sugarman has suggested that for these

cases where fragment velocity, in the system of the struck nucleus, is of 

the same order as that of the struck nucleus, the range of the fragments

in the target material should be only slightly larger than tne forward 

This would give recoil

energies about a factor of four lower than those calculated by equation

(IV—8). These values would agree quite well with the theoretical pre

dictions at 300 Mev but would be about 100 xev higher at proton energies 

above and below this figure.

If a velocity dependent nuclear potential of the form suggested 

by Glassgold, (Glassgold, 1958), was used, the theoretically predicted 

recoil kinetic energy increased as the incident proton energy decreased.

of the nucleus, (btronal, 1961),

ners is

Also, in case

"effective range" which is ^.4, (Sugarman, 1956).
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range

nuclei from the (p, pn) reaction on Cu , (Caretto,

1961). His theoretically predicted values for the recoil energies are

in good agreement with the measured values based on the model near 1OO

However,Mev. the measured range at 400 Mev was still higher than what

could be predicted.

to calculate the ai~e of a potential effect required to give based on

a pure knock-on mechanism. These calculations yield a value of 24.2

kev for the recoil energy required from the potential well at 400 Kev and

6.5 kev required at 200 Mev. Both the size and trend of these values

was

nucleus as the result of

cascade calculations. Unfortunately, the necessary data to calculate

, Bi

1960), did an analysis for the average momenta imparted to these nuclei

It was possible to obtain from his.

the component of momentum of the

for those

Out

of a total number of 809 cascades, 9 (p, 2p) cascades were found in this

excitation e.'ergy region. In all 9 cases the momentum of the residual

nucleus was in the forward direction. Taking an average value for the

momentum in these cases, the recoil Kinetic energy oi the (p, 2p) product

From the values- of Y\_ given by the two step process and the hole 

momentum from the compilation of Clements and Wiiisberg, it was possible

different than those predicted by a velocity dependent potential.

An independent method of obtaining t he momentum imparted to the

struck nucleus in the direction of the incident proton, Pp, 

(p, 2p) cascades leading to excitation energies less than IO Mev.

as a result of the cascade process.
IOO analysis of 462 Mev protons on Ru

Caretto employed this potential.in the . i»cussion of the recoil 

he Ha y ipf- of Cu^'* t (.. ..n \ it ....

a (p, 2p) reaction would be from Monte Carlo

this value were not tabulated for low energy cascades. From data avail

able for h?gh energy cascades on Ru1O°, Bi*’09, and U2^8, Porile, (Porile,
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was calculated to oe 12 kev. This value does not agree with any of the

values, measured or theoretical, previously discussed.*
because of the de;»:n<lence of the values of the measured recoil 

difficult to cone to any rigorous conclusions about the agreement

Nevertneless, some

general observations were made. Regardless of the model chosen, the

a function ol' inci

dent [ roton energ, wn ch were not indicate.! by any theoretical pre-

di ct ions.

reaction,( i-.erz, 1760). Ln

t- inally

or an evaporation mechanism.

• measured result.s at jtjO i-.ev agreed reasonably

well wit the r-’COil -..•nergi-*:; predicted by either i^chanisK.

assuming a velocity dependent potential and

consistent with triose measured in the Cu recoil study for

prot on ene rg ie s ne low >• > .Mev. .‘Jone of the theoretical apf roaches tried,

however

reaction.

ki

regi : redorr.lnately, if not exclusively, oy a pure Knock-on

to h_ eoual to

(p, 2p)Cu6?<^E_ the Zn^®

Jonciusiont Based or. Jo. parison of Theoretical and Experimental Results

recoil energies from the lut>'>

both methods where Rp

trie perpendicular direction were more than the theoretical values.

the racoi. energies, at least at 400 nev, calculated by all

measured recoil energies exhibited fluctuations as

It is lite tempting to conclude that (p, xp) reactions in this energy

.-re observed al^n for the measured

(p, pnjCu64

between the .e vxjues a.T.1 theoretical predictions.

If the range of the fragment were assumed

rec. i I energ;-. were estimated oy Garetto, (Caretto, 19ol), wnich were 

°5(p, pnjlu6^

.rode; s, were higher than could be accounted lor by either a knock—on

These saw: fluctuations

a pure anock-on mect.anism

values wen calculated, the recoil energies in

.'.a • ■ : - r-.c-jii energies observed :.t 400 Mev in

either the Cu^^(| , ^i)Cu^

kinetic energies on the model chosen for the c .Iculation, it was
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mechanisi.:.

that this is the reaction path. Although sufficient cascade data are

not available for (p, up) «nd (p, 5p) reactions, the evaporation cal

culations for (p, 3p) reactions indicate that ordii ary evaporation 

processes will ,nake an insignifleant contribution to the reaction cross

The Geometrical model as applied to the (p, 2p) reactionssections.

lends weight to a knock-on mechanism. If the proper contribution of

the potential '..’ell effects could be assessed,

(p, 2p)Cuthe recoil date, at least below 300 Hev, reaction

Based on their value for the cross section

(1, 2p)Ta

the (p, pn) section to the (p, 2p) cross section oncross as a

function of incident proton energy, Strohal and Caretto, (Stronal,

196?.), have concluded t.ha, the knock—on mechanism predominates for these

reactions on this target between 200 ana 100 nev.

the (p, xp) reactions exhibit certain

For the (p, Jf)

, a large amount of tne

evaporation contribution is necessery to explain the observed tren_>

with the even and odd mass nature o? the products. Evaporation cal

culations indicate that tnis should be imj>ortant only at low A,

perhaps (p, 3p) and (p, Up) reactions co proceed entirely by the knock-

on mechanism for target nuclei with A >- iO. Speculation that this does

occur is contradictory to the general observation i'roa. monte Carlo

cascade calculations that the average residual excitation energy of the

product nuclei increases as the length of the cascade increases and

the mass of the target increases. These cascades should lead to residual

features inconsistent with a pore knock-on me c nanism.
30 3"* 3*>and (p, Up) cross sections on SiJ , r*, and

support this conclusion, 

of the W186<” o.m'.18?

Despite thib gexieral evidence,

it is conceivable that
,  ,68, 67on the Zr. r-

reaction, and on the constancy of the ratio of 

286

IJonte Carlo evidence, meager as it is, seems to indicate

so that
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Ifnuclei with sufficient excitation energy for neutron evaporation.

then the

experimentally determined cross sections are a direct measure of tne 

proLability that a (p, xp) cascade ieaus to a product witn insufficient 

energy for evaporation.

reaction are

about a factor of two * *» four lower than the values for tne a

reaction at all energies.

difficult to rstiotwiite the observed difference in the value of the

□ Ince both the

it may ue doubtful

•.I'icant effect of nuclear shell structure onif these would be any

The observed behavior of tnexie Lwo '■eections may betne reactions.

sug,es.i»e of possible effects of non-spheri**..! nuclei on nuclear

react ions.

The proposal to treat the nucleus witn a diffuse edge by hunts

Carlo cascade calculations »»y produce the desireu increase in Lha six*

of the (p, cjp) cross section that occurs by the knocic-un process. if

nucle'.r shell effects are imp- rtant, the fluctuations in the value of

the cross section as a function of target nuclide xary be explained.

However, tne pure knock-on model does not account for the large amount of

recoil Kinetic energy posseared by (p, 2p) product nuclei, at least at

It is not apparent that inclusion of a diffuse e-ige to the400 Mev.

nucleus or inclusion of shell effects will give any increase to the

energy available frocs the Knoca-on process.

It does nut sea inconsistent with the observed excitation functions

I 
targets t-he product ire not near shell closures,

186,

and recoil t>ehavi<»r that the Berber proeasa snould not be divided so

ia7(p, Jp)T.i8*

(p, xp) reactions occur only by the xnocx-on -■echanism.

If these ae»sur«r*nv» are accurate, it is

-rose sections in view ef a :ure Knock—on mecTTmaisx.

The measured cross sections for the Ke
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rigorously into two separate ntvpe. Evaporation of am or two high energy

protorut fro* a localized ragloo of high excitation energy coul increase
the atagnituo* of th* calculates cross section values and increas* th*

a* th* excitation

incmaart.

occur before th* excitation on«rg> is distributed to tha nucleus.

huchanians stellar to thia have b*«n proposed to explain th* existsne* 

of light an* fragptents with unusually large Kinetic energies observed

in th* disintegration of meditaa and heavy weight nuclei, (Marques, 19 M J

jor»n»en, 1951? Wolfgang, 19>6). A sethod whereby this "hot spot" can

occur is th* cnetW. and reaceorpt ion of msons along the track of th*

incident ;roton. Hoot* Carlo cascade calculations of high energy 

studied, (Metropolis, 1998), indicate that these process** ar* bacosAag

Th* "shock wav*" mchanlm proposedimportant at *nergios above MM> he*.

by Gias*geld, *t al., (Glasagold, 1959), la an alternative aecnanisa

allowing for th* eaission of highly energetic nucleon*. Th*** "hot spot"

processes ar* expected to beccaa increasingly nor* lapnrtant a* th*

incident proton energy increase*.

An alternative or couple** nt ary aechaniaa whereby the kinetic energy

of the recoiling fragjsent in th* ragion near JOO Nev aay be increased

over th* values predicted in Section IV. C. la toy "a second order" knoch-

This aay ue envlsiomd for a (p, 2p) reaction a* th*on contribution.

incident proton colliding with a proton within th* nucleus. I hen either

on* or both of the collision partners undergo on* or wore colli*ions with

other nucleon* before escaping fro* th* nucleus. A requirewent on these

This high energ, evaporation fro* a local "hot spot" suet 

aaount of recoil Kinetic *n*rg, transferred to the residual nucleus, 

f'p becous* an increasingly larger fraction of

energy increase* so that th* relative probability for proton evaporation
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’MCOttJ-oHWr* collisions io that they aaw *t occur with only a ssaall

amount of vnorgy trans for so t**at t*«* struck mac ar* not knocksd

Th* ov.rall aa»unt of excitation snsrg/ transferredoast of th* nucleus.

to th* nucleus by this proc*so assst b* loss than that n»*dod for th*

A awchanism, ouch a* this ■sscjnd otjt*

wh*n th* contritu*.ion Tros th* eoswound nucleus aocnanls* is ckacllning

and transparwncl** ar* beginning to bsciss* significant, 1-*., frcsa about

50 K*v to about 190 H**.

If such "hot spot* ana *Moonl-crhr* knock-on oachanissa* ar*

inportant in nuclaar reaction theory, th* aauwnaawrt, of recoil ranges

of product cauclai offvrs a tool through which th*as nay b* studied.

(p, 2 nuclaon) reaction* ar* th* bast case to study, sines offsets of

Th* (p, 2p)long oaacodos and normal evaporation chain* ar* assort.

rsaction is wail suited for thia study vecaus* it hiss to procsod

pr*dcmnat*ly by a pur* Knock-on mechanics la ths 130 to 4.00 hs* *norgy

Tha asaaursaaont of th* rw'ioil bohavlor of th* products of (p, )p)r**ion.

end (p, M>) reactions also would b* interesting b*cau*« high *n»rg/ proton

•aapcration could help to wxplaln th* obsorwsd cross **ctioaas.

«■>

evaporation of a part.icla.

knock—on process sight b* «xp*ct*d to b* ln;ort*nt in that wnorgy region

i
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